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Abstract
In this work we add a Dirac right-handed neutrin.o superfield to the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). We discuss the interactions of the righthanded (RH) sneutrino and its mixing with its left-handed counterpart. We study
the possibility of this RH sneutrino to be the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP).
We obtain that this dark matter candidate is a n.on-thermal relic, and generally has
a sma:H relic density. This we argue makes it an. interesting candidate for addressing
the OvM /Ob problem. We then discuss a lepton-number conserving leptogenesis
scenario, in which an Affleck-Dine inspired mechanism gen.erates a left-right asymmetry in the sneutrino sector. The left-han.ded part of this asymmetry eventually
becomes the observed baryon density. This suggested leptogenesis is also a mattergenesis mechan.ism, as the right-handed part of the left-right asymmetry becomes
the observed dark matter density.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The study of the interface of particle physics and cosmology has obtained a growing
interest, and it is certainly now an exciting time for this fielci. Indeed the advent
of precision cosmology experiments such as the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy
Probe and the completion of the Large Hadron Collider at OERN mean that some
of the most popular particle models related to dark matter, structure formation,
inflation or the baryon asymmetry will be put under test. Certainly it is already
well known that much can be learned by studying the cosmological aspects of a
certain particle physics model, and conversely.
The question of the neutrino mass is one such subject where cosmology can shed
an interesting light. Indeed this work is concerned with showing that the Dirac
neutrino model, often seen as an underdog to its infamous counterpart, the see-saw
or Majorana model, can have specific and interesting cosmological properties.
Leptogenesis, which aims at solving the question of the overwhelming abundance
of baryons compared to anti-baryons in the Universe, necessitates the presence of
a Majorana mass for the neutrino. This is sometimes taken as a strong argument
against Dirac neutrinos. It is however very much a possibility to have leptogenesis
without lepton number violation, and in this work we present a supersymmetryspecific model of leptogenesis, reminiscent of the AfHeck-Dine mechanism, that also
make use of the smallness of the Dirac neutrino Yukawa coupling. These results
have been published in [1].
Moreover we wish to study the possible contributien of the Dirac neutrino model

0
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to the question of dark matter. We will show that the superpartner of the Dirac
right-handed neutrino, the right-handed sneutrino, could be a dark matter candidate if the possibility of mattergenesis is explbred. Mattergenesis scenarios go a step
further from leptogenesis scenarios by trying to produce both types of matter, baryonic and dark, through a common mechanism. We wiU observe that the leptogenesis
scenario of [1] can indeed be such a mattergenesis scenario, with the right-handed
sneutrino as dark matter. These results have been. published in [2].
The outline of this work is as follow: we will first give an overview of the modern
Standard Cosmological Model, introducing the basic ideas of an expanding Universe
and particle dynamics within such a Universe. We will discuss recent cosmological
observations from the WMAP collaboration related to the content of the Universe.
We will briefly in.troduce the concepts of inflation and big-bang nucleosynthesis,
before turning to discuss the baryon asymmetry of the Universe and the necessity for
a baryogenesis (or leptogenesis) mechanism. We will then discuss dark matter and
its properties, and explore the O.vM /O.b puzzle and the possibility of mattergenesis.
The following chapter is concerned with basics of supersymmetry, and the Minimal Supersymmetric Stan.dard Model (MSSM), which is one of the building blocks
of this work. We will introduce the MSSM and the necessary soft SUSY-breaking
sector. We will then introduce the <dark matter can.didate of choice within the
MSSM, the lightest supersymmetric particle, LSP, and wili discuss again the possibility of :mattergenesis within. supersymmetry. We wilil then turn to discussing
massive neutrinos, as this is again an. important aspect of this work. We will mention the evidence for massive neutrinos, and explain why both the possibilities of
Majorana and Dirac neutrinos are still open. We will then discuss some aspects of
Dirac neutrinos mass models.
We begin the presentation of our results in chapter 5, where we introduce the
lepton-number conserving model we are using to add Dirac (s)neutrinos to the
MSSM. There we introduce the right-handed sneutrino, the superpartner of the
Dirac right-handed neutrino, and discuss its interaction by studying its Lagrangian.
We consider the possibility for this sneutrino to be the LSP, and study its potential
for direct detection via the aLready existing dark matter detection experiments.
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The following chapter discusses the behaviour of the right-handed sneutrino in
the early Universe. We observe it is a non-thermal candidate, and then calcU!late
its relic density, considering it is the LSP. Obtaining this to be generally small, we
disc11ss the possibiHty of this particle b>eing a dark matter candidate within mattergenesis models. Chapter 7 then presents our suggested leptogenesis model in the
absence of lepton-number violation. We first introduce the idea of neutrinogenesis,
then discuss how an Affieck-Dine-inspired mechanism can produce the necessary
asymmetry between left- and right-handed sneutrinos. We study the dynamics of
the Affi.eck-Dine fields, and obtain the size of the generated baryon asymmetry. We
then discuss how this neutrinogenesis mechanism can be viewed as a mattergenesis
mechanism in the light of the res11lts obtained in the previous chapters.
Finally we conclude with an overview and a discussion of this work, and :mention
some potential additional work related to it.

Chapter 2
Modern Cosmology
2.1

Standard Cosmology and ACDM Model

Over the recen.t years a Standard Cosmologica:l Model has emerged, and it is the
model we consider here as a basis for the rest of 0ur work. Various works detail the
basics of modern cosmology; here we follow mainly the treatments availa:ble in [4-7]
and our notation is consistent with [4].

2 .1.1

The expanding Universe

The Universe is described by Einstein's equation, which relates the geometry of the
Universe to its content. Under tb.e assumption of homogeneity and isotropy, the
geometry of the Universe is best described by the Robertson-Walker metric,

where a(t) is the scale factor and k is the curvature factor. Using the RobertsonWalker metric to solve the Einstein equation one obtains the Friedmann equation

(~)' ~ B~G P _ ka_2 '

(2.2)

G being the gravitational constant and p the total energy density of the Universe.
The Rubble constant, describing the expansion of the Universe is defined as

H(t)

=a(t)
a(t) .
4

(2.3)
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We should note right now that although His usually called the Rubble 'constant',
a term we will use frequently throughout, it is evidently not a constant in time, as
evidenced by eq.(2.3)1 .
Fl'0m eq.(2.2) we see that the Universe is flat

(k = 0) if

87rG P = H2
3

(2.4)

or if the energy density respects

(2.5)
Pc being the critical density. Various energy density in the universe are commonly

expressed in fractions of the critical energy density,

(2.6)
Some more description of the content of the Universe is in order. The various
possible components are described as perfect fluids. A perfect fluid in an isotropic
Universe has an energy-momentum tensor

TJLv

p 0

such that

0

0

(!)
TJLV

==

(;)

9iiP

(!)

where pis the energy density of the fluid and pis its pFessure, and 9ii is the metric's
spatial part. The energy density aRd pressrne of the fluid are related via the equation
of state
p

== wp.

(2.7)

The zevoth component of the conservation of eRergy equation leads to 2

fJ
a
- == -3 (1 + w)p

1

2

In general p is not a constant in time.
Details of the calculation are found in [5].

a

(2.8)
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which is equivalent to
P=

(2.9)

a-3(1+w) .

Friedmann's eq1:1ation in a flat Universe, eq.(2.4), means that the scale factor and
energy density are also related via

(2.10)
so that

(2.11)
In this work we shall be concerned with two types of energy densities: matter and
radiation. Dust or

non~relativistic

matter has no pressure, meaning that

WM

= 0;

this in turn implies that in a matter-dominated Universe,
(2.12)
and in turn
1
H= ~r
3
.

(2.13)

The equation of state for radiation is such that wn = 1/3, so that in a radiationdominated Universe
1

(2.14)

an"' f2
and in turn

(2.15)
The third and last contribution to the energy density, dark energy, has an equation
of state such that w < 0.

2.1.2

Particle dynamics

When considering a specific particle species, the particle number and energy densities
are both of interest; they are defined as

n =

p -

(2~)3 j

f(P)d3p

_g__JE(P)J(P)d3 p

(211' )3

(2.16)
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where g is the number of internal degrees of freedom of the particle and f(PJ is its
phase space distribution function. E is the energy of the species, E 2

= IP1 2 + m 2 •

The number density of a species is evidently influenced by the various interactions
it is allowed to have with other species present; the Boltzmann. equation allows to
calculate the number density of a species. Consider particle 1 with a number density

n that can only be changed via the interaction 1+2

~

3+4. The Boltzmann equation

in an expanding Universe gives

(2.17)

where M_ and M___, stand for the matrix element for the processes 1 + 2
and 1 + 2

--+

~

3+4

3 + 4, respectively, and the fi are distribution functions. The term

involving the Hubble constant H takes into account the dilution of the number
density coming fmm the Universe's expansion. Evidently in general many more
interactions will contribute to the change in n 1 ; they can just be added on the righthand side of the Boltzmann equation. We will come back more extensively to the
Boltzmann equation in chapter 6.
To calculate the number density of a species we need to know what interactions
should enter the Boltzmann equation. This is in general given by the model in which
the particle is considered (eg. the SM or as in this thesis the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model) though one must consider the effect of the expansion. of the
Universe. Indeed as the Universe expands some interactions might become ineffective. The general criteria is that as long as the rate of an interaction

r

is smaller

than the expansion rate, given by the Rubble constant, then this interaction does
not happen at any significant rate [4]. When all interactions affecting the number
density of a species become inefficient (and remain so) then the number density of
this species remains constant (outside the dilution effect due to the Universe' expansion) and is then said to be frozen. in. The

r <H

criteria determines whether

individual reactions are effective; it is also sometimes used as a rule of thumb to
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approximate the freeze-out temperature of a species (by comparing one reaction :rate
to the Hubble constant), though the only precise way to determine the freeze-out
temperatllfe of a species is to use the Boltzmann equation in full.
From the Boltzmann equation it is obvious that even in the complete absence
· of number density-changing interactions, the number density is modified by the
expansion of the Universe. A parameter of interest is thus the number density per
comoving volume, N :...:. n(t)R(t) 3 (with R(t) the scale factor), which is constant
after n.umber-changing interactions are switched off. It is most common to express
the number density per comoving volume in terms of the total entropy density s.
The entropy density is to a good approximation3
27r2

s

(2.18)

45 g.T3

=

where g. counts the number of degrees of freedom that are effectively massless and
in equilibrium,
g. =

2: gi (Ti)
'J'

i=bosans

4

+

7
8

2:

gi

(n)
T

4

·

(2.19)

i=fermians

g. is a function of temperature, as species cease being effectively massless when
T ;S m. Within the SM the evolution of g. is well

~nown

(see for example fig. 3.5

in. [4]); of interest to us will be the time when all the SM particles are effectively
massless (T

~

Tewpt) and no additional massless degrees of freedom are present. In

such a situation g. is g. = 106.75. Now the number of massless degrees of freedom
is g.= 3.36
Two comment are in order here: first, strictly speaking the entropy is expressed in
terms of g.s, which has the same expression than g. except that ratios of temperature
are to the third power and not the fourth. During the history of the Universe g.
and g.s only differ at very late times; for instance g•,now . . .:. 3.36 while g.s,now = 3.91.
For our needs using g. is ·sufficient. Moreover, g. as expressed here is the one

3

This is considering that only relativistic degrees of freedom contribute. Moreover using g.

instead of g.s, as we will discuss shortly, amounts to considering that all contributing particle
species have a common temperature, as explained in [4].
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obtained within the SM, where there are three massless neutrinos; in this work we
will be considering a model in which neutrinos are massive and the number of light
neutrinos is necessarily higher. Thus within our model g.,now should be larger than
3.36, but smaller than double this amount. Here we will only use g. to obtain order of
magnitude approximation; for this reason we will "Use g•,now

= 3.36 (g.s,now = 3.91)

for definiteness.
Going back to the number density per comoving volume, we have that conservation of entropy means that s a: R- 3 , so that the number density per comoving
volume, N is also given by

N="2.
s

(2.20)

In this work (and others) the term number density sometimes refer to the number
density per comoving volume, especiaNy when the number density is fr<i)zen in and N
is constant. The distinction between the two (number density and number density
per comoving volume) should be clear within the context.
We should mention that with the Friedmann equation (2.2) along with the definition of the Rubble constant (eq.(2.3)}, the critical density (eq. (2.5)) and the
expression for the energy density of a species (eq.(2.16)), we are in a position to
calculate a wealth of interesting results in various limits. For example, considering
the Universe to be radiation-dominated, we can model the energy density of the
Universe as being given by eq.(2.16) in the case where most particles are relativistic
species in thermal equilibrium. In terms of temperature the energy density then
simplifies to
(2.21)
with g. as defined before. In turn we can use the Friedmann equation with the
definition of the Rubble constant to obtain that in radiation domination (when g.
is appr:oximately constant),
(2.22)
where Mp is the Planck mass.
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Measured cosmological parameters

The Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) satellite [8] aims to measure
the temperature anisotropy power spectrum of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) as a way of testing Standard Cosmology, determining cosmological parameters and studying structl:ITe formation processes. It is assumed that primordial
fluctaations in the gravitational potential appear at the end of inflation as a result
of qaantum fluctuations in the inflaton field. These primordial fluctuations evolved
into the temperature fluctuations in radiation that are observed at the moment when
photons and baryons became dee0upled. The way in which the primordial fluctuati<ms evolved is highly dependent on the content of the Universe. In a similar way,
the evolution of the CMB temperature fluctuations into today's large scale structure
is also highly dependent on the content of the Universe. Thus observation of the
CMB allows rather precise access to this information. Results released in 2003 [9]
and in 2006 [10] agree exceptionally well with the picture of a flat, homogenous and
isotropic Universe populated with matter and dark energy. The density of matter
in the Universe accounts for approximately 25% of the critical density, while the
remaining 75% are composed of a still mysterious dark energy.
The WMAP surveys have also obtained a value for the Rubble constant now,

H0 ; it is often expressed as
.

km
s

Ho = 100h-Mpc

_1

(2.23)

which defines the parameter h, obtained by WMAP to be [10]
h -- 0. . 732+0.031
-0.032

.

(2.24)

Moreover we will use as the carrent temperature of the Universe, Tnow [4]

Tnow

= 2. 75K .

(2.25)

As we have mentioned WMAP has obtained the amount of matter in the Universe, which is approximately 25% of the critical density. It has also obtained the
amount of baryonic matter present in the Universe. Both quantities are far from
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Source

h

-- 0.732+0.031
-0.032

[10]

Wb

-- 0.02229 ± 0.00073

[10]

WDM

= 0.1054::g:=~

[10]

Tndw

= 2.75K

[4]

Table 2.1: Vah1es of cosmological parameters.
being equal. Indeed, [10]

(2.26)
where the baryon

wb

and matter densities 4 Wm are expressed in terms of the h

parameter as defined before. The amount of matter that is not baryonic is called
dark matter, to which we will come back in section 2.3 5 . The quantity of dark
matter in the Universe is thus
W DM

+0;0087

= 0' · 1054· ~0:0086 ·

(2.27)

For convenience we gi·ve in table (2.2) the value of the various quantities we have
listed up to now. We also include a table of the observed quantities that we will
use. In this work we will work with units of powers of Ge V to express any quantity,
using h = c = kB

= 1.

The present work is primarily concerned with dark and baryonic matter. By no
means is WMAP the only source of information about the matter content of the
Universe, or about the nature and distribution of dark matter; here we merely use
the WMAP observations as our main source of cosmological information. Overviews
of the various observations related to the baryon content of the Universe are found

4

Unfortunately both the equation of state parameter and the densities as defined here are

expressed by w; these two quantities are however unrelated.
5 It also contains the neutrino density, which is much too small to account for such a difference;
see section 2.3
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Value

Mp

1.22

X

1019

GeV

Newton's constant

G

-M-2
p

6.72

X

10~39

Gev= 2

Temperature now

Tnow

= 2.75K

2.43

X

lo-13

GeV

2.13h

X

lo-42

GeV

8.10h2

X

w-47

2.46

X

lo-3s

GeV 4
GeV3

Rubble constant now

Ho

Critical density now

Pnow

Entropy now

Snow

= 100h~Mpc. 2
= 3H

1

0

81rG

=

271"2

45 9*S,now

T3

now

Table 2.2: Various quantities expressed in powers of GeV.
in [4], and to dark matter, in [7, 11]. We should mention that as dark energy is often
expressed in terms of a cosmological constant, A, and most of the matter seems to
consist of cold dark matter (as we have mentioned briefly), the present favoured
cosmological model is often called the ACDM modeL

2.1.4

Inflation

Although this work is not concerned with discussing inflation itself, it does refer to
it and to some of its characteristics from time to time. For this reason we include a
short description of iaflation.
Inflation is the process by which the very early Universe expands in an exponentially accelerated way (a > 0, see section 2.1.1). This accelerated expansion is used
to solve a number of cosmological 'problems': the large-scale smoothness problem, or
the observation that the Universe is smooth on scales greater than causality permits;
the spatial-flatness problem; or the observation that the curvature of the Universe
is vanishing; and the unwanted relics problem, or the fact that some possible relics
from the early Universe (such as rnonopoles) are not observed today. Although there
exists a large number of inflation models, the information necessary for our work
can be obtained by studying the basic general picture.
Inflation happens as a result of the slow-rolling of a new, weakly-interacting scalar
field (generically the 'inflaton') along a potential generically described in figure (2.1).
As the field rolls along the relatively flat part of the potential, the energy density
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contained in the vacuum comes to dominate the energy density of the Universe,
triggering the phase of accelerated expansion (see subsection 2.1.1). This inflation
phase of the inflato:a evolution is followed by a phase of coherent oscillations of the
field around the minimum of the potential. During this phase the Universe is dominated by inflaton "matter" in the form of infl.ato:n osciH.ations. Inflation ends with
reheating, the process by which the energy stored i:a inflaton oscillations is transferred to decay products of the inflaton, that eventually thermalise. Immediately
after reheating the Universe enters an era of radiation domination, as the energy
density is dominated by the relativistic decay products of the inflaton.

Among the unwanted relics that ca:a be erased by inflation is the gravitino, which
we will discuss in chapter 3. In order to avoid disruption of the successful Big-Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN), which we discuss next, the density of gravitinos needs be
kept small, and this can be done through i,nflation if the reheating temperature is
kept lower than Tn "' 109 GeV [12~14]. Although much can be said about inflation
and the gravitino problem, as we have mentioned this is somewhat tangential to our
work here. For this reason we shaH use Tn ~ 1!09 GeV as our benchmark for the
reheating temperature.

2.1.5

Big-bang nucleosynthesis

As was the case with inflation, the subject of Big-.Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) is
not central to our discussion, but we will refer to it several times in this work, and
for this reason we include here a (very) short review of the subject.
BBN is the process by which the light elements present in the Universe are produced6. When the temperature of the Universe is higher than T"' 1MeV, nuclear
statistical equilibrium is maintained, meaning that the various light elements are
present in their (very small) equilibrium number and are coupled to the plasma.
Shortly after this time, around T"' 0.3MeV, some of the nuclear interactions nec.essary to maintain nuclear statistical equilibrium become ineffective, and some light

6

Heavier elements are produced in stars.
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V(<j>)

Figure 2.1: A generic inflation potential. The inflaton field first rolls down the
relatively flat part of the potential, which causes vacuum energy domination. Its
evolution ends with coherent oscillations around the minimum of the potential, until
the inflaton decays.
elements see their number density depart from equilibrium. In turn the departure
from equilibrium of a certain light element number density can modify a nuclear reaction rate necessary for maintaining the equilibrium of another species. A careful
(numerical) analysis of this highly coupled system of Boltzmann equations allows
one to obtain the number densities of, among others, deuterium, 3 He, 4 He and 7 Li.
Nucleosynthesis has a very long history; the idea was suggested in 1946 [Hi]
and codes to calculate the abun.dances of various elements date as far back as the
1960's. Since then rather precise estimates of light elements abundances within
the SM framework have been obtained and compared with information obtained
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through observations7 ; the level of coasisteacy between the number densities of D,
4 He

and 7 Li as calculated and as inferred from observations is very high (see for

example [l6, t7). For this reason, BBN is often. used as a coastraiat on physics
outside the SM: any new particle or new model must be such that it does not
prevent successful BBN. This is the way in which we will be interested in BBN in
this work.
A famous example of an exotic particle that can spoil BBN is the gravitino. The
gravitino's interactions are very weak, leading it (if unstable) to be very long lived.
Dependin.g on the model, the gravitino lifetime can become so long that its decay
happens after BBN; the decay products can then scatter off nllclei produced during BBN and, if abundant enough, alter the number densities of the light elements
enough to make them inconsistent with observations. This is an example in which
BBN comes as a constraint on model building for physics outside the SM. It has
induced a constraint on the reheating temperature, as inflation is used as a means to
render the number density of gravitinos small enough so that its decay cann.ot affect
BBN sizeably8 • Depeading 011 the lifetime of the long-lived but unstable exotic partide under consideration, the abundances of different elemeats come as constraints
on the amount of the particle iavolved. We wHl encouater such a situation ia chapter
6.

2.2

The baryon asymmetry

As we have mentioned earlier the present baryon energy density of the Universe is by
now well measured. A priori the baryonic energy density could be made up of either
baryons, anti-baryons, or both. The evidence however excludes the existeace of
large amounts of anti-baryons in the Universe; the observed baryonic energy density
comes from baryoas only. In cosmic rays, for example, anti-protons are found in a

7 It

is unfortunately beyond the scope of this work to review the astrophysical observations

leading to an experimental evaluation of light elements abundances.
8 The abundance of gravitinos is proportional to the reheating temperature.
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proportion of about 10~ 4 for each proton; this amount of anti-proton, however, is
consistent with their secondary production as matter (as opposed to anti-matter)
cosmic rays speed towards the Earth. This amount of anti-protons in cosmic rays
is in fact consistent with the absence of anti-matter within our galaxy [4, 18]. On
larger scales, it is expected that the existence of patches of anti-matter would lead
to the occasional coHision of matter and anti-matter patches, in turn leading to
bursts of gamma rays. If anti-matter was as abundant as matter in the Universe,
then these collisions would happen very frequently, leading to a diffuse gamma-ray
background [4, 18]. This is not observed.
Starting with matter-anti-matter symmetric initial <;onditions, one can use Standard Cosmology and the SM to calculate the ammmt of baryons and anti-baryons
that should be left in our contemporary Universe using the Boltzmann equation9 •
Performing such a calculation leads to values for baryon and anti-baryon numbers
such that [4, 18]:
ns 8

nfJ
8

---~

7

X

10~2o •

(2.28)

It is already evident that this calculation is unable to explain the observed baryon-

anti-baryon asymmetry. The situation is however even stranger: considering the
observed baryon energy density to be made of only baryons and no anti-baryons, we
can translate the observed quantity into the baryon number of the Universe (using
the necessary quantities from table (2.2) ):
ns,observed ~

10-10 .

8

(2.29~

The order of magnitude for the baryon number density obtained within the SM is
definitely incompatible with observations. We are forced to conclude that there must
be a novel mechanism at play that produces the observed baryon asymmetry. The
idea of baryogenesis, and later leptogenesis, tackles this question: producing the correct amount of baryon and the correct baryon asymmetry through new physics~ This
section highlights the main aspects of these mechanisms and the main possibilities
available. Throughout we use the discussions available in [4, 18, 19].

9

This is without considering sphalerons, which we will discuss later.
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Sakharov's conditions

Already in 1967, the necessary conditions for the production of a non-zero baryon
asymmetry in the Universe (or a baryogenesis) were identified by Sakharov [20].
These three conditions are as follow.
- Baryon-number violation: in the absence of baryon-number violating interactions, no net baryon number can be created f:rom a non-zero one; thus the
observed baryon number would come directly from fixed initial conditions.
This does not allow for an explanation of the observed baryon energy density,
and for this reason the existence of baryon-number violating interactions is
necessary.
- C and C P violation: the violation of charge (C) and charge-parity (C P)

is necessary to obtain a Universe in which baryons and anti-baryons do not
appear in the same numbers. As we have seen the observed baryon energy
density is not made of equal (or even similar) numbers of baryons and antibaryons; it is entirely constructed of baryons. Thus it translates directly to
a net baryon number for the Universe. If there is no C and GP violation,
then for any interaction producing a baryon there exist a conjugate interaction
that produces an anti-baryon. Even if baryons and anti-baryons were somehow
prevented to annihilate, the net result is a Universe with no net baryon number,
or the existence of large patches of anti-matter, which is not what is observed.
- Departure from equilibrium conditions: in equilibrium, the number densities
of baryons and anti-baryons are necessarily the same even when both above
conditions are respected. Baryons and anti-baryons necessarHy share the same
mass; mo:reover in equilibrium the chemical potential of the phase space distri~
bution function will be zero for baryons and anti-baryons1D. Thus in equilibrium the distribution functions of baryons and anti-baryons will be the same,

10

This is due to the fact that baryon number would not be conserved, and that in equilibrium

entropy is maximal when the chemical potential associated with a non-conserved quantum number
is zero [4].
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leading to their number densities being the same as well. Putting it differently,
supposing that B- violating and G and G P-violating interactions have created
an instantaneous net baryon number, then assuming equilibrium n.ecessarily
implies the existence of interactions that rapidly reprocess this net number to
zero.
Let us discuss possible known sources for each condition. Baryon-number violation seems especially problematic when. one considers that the lifetime

Tp

of the

proton (which should be unstable would there be B-violating interactions) is much
longer than the age of the Universe tu: the Particle Data Group [21]lists
(2.30)
while WMAP obtained as their best-fit value [10]
(2.31)
Clearly baryon number is now very well conserved. But this needn't be the case
in the early Universe. A baryon-number violating interaction might be highly suppressed at low temperature (as we have now) but effective at higher temperature.
Incl.eecl this is the case in the SM itself, as we will discuss in. the next subsection.
Within the SM baryon number is anomalous, which leads to the possibility of violating baryon number, but, in. accordance with proton stability, this is exponentially
suppressed at low temperature. Beyond the SM models such as Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) and supersymmetric models can also provide sources of baryon n.umber
violation.
The SM, it is already well known, also possesses G- and G P-violation. G is
violated by the weak interaction (as left- and right-handed fermions couple differently). GP is also violated by the weak interaction; GP violation was discovered
in 1964 in the kaon system [22], and since then has also been observed in the B
system [23,24]. Thus the SM readily provides a source of G and GP violation. GP
violation in the SM is however a very smal!l effect. Indeed, although the baryon
asymmetry of the Universe seems maximal, it has been noted that the CP violation
of the SM is not [25]; moreover the SM CP violation effect can be parameterised
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by a dimensionless constant which is of order 10-22 [26, 27], and this a:ppears to be
too small to lead to successful models that would use only this as a source of CP
violation [28]. Models of baryogenesis that l:lse only the SM GP violation are up to
now unsuccessful. Again supersymmetric theories can provide additional sources of

C P violation, and it is possible to include some C P violation in GUTs as well.
Turning last to the departure from equilibrium condition, it is worth remembering that as the Universe expands, various processes naturally fall out of equilibrium
as their rates fall below the expansion rate. A priori, thus, the expansion of the
Universe could itself provide the necessary out-of-equilibrium environment.
Before going to explore the variol:ls ways in which baryogenesis might be achieved,
let us first describe the baryon number violating effects that exist within the SM:
the spha:lerons.

2.2.2

Sphalerons

In the SM, baryon number is not conserved despite the fact that the classical Lagrangian does not violate baryon number: in other words, baryon number is anomalous. This reflects the result obtained by Adler, Bell and Jackiw [29, 30] that the
axial current of a gauge coupled Dirac fermion is anomalous. Deriving the various
results related to the B non-conservation in the SM that are of importance here is
outside the scope of this work; we will simply list them and explain some of their
consequences. [28, 31] present in-depth analysis.
Considering the baryon (resp. lepton) current,

(2.32)
we have that the divergence of this current is non-zero:
(2.33)
where w:v and FJ.!v are the SU(2) and U(l) gauge field strengths (and their dual
comes with a tilde), g and g' are SU(2) and U(l) gauge couplings, and n 1 = 3 is the
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number of families. The tota:l baryon number is related to the baryon current via
B --

Jd3

·0
X)b

(2.34)

and so considering the change in B from t = 0 to an arbitrary timet (and considering
the average of the field strength to start and end at zero; see later) we obtain that

AB= n1 (Ncs(t)- Ncs(O))

(2.35)

where Ncs is the Chern-Simons number,
(2.36)
with the Ai the SU(2) gauge fields. For SU(2) the Chern-Simons numbers (in a
vacuum) are integers, and so baryon number can change by multiples of the number
of families.
'l'o better understand the baryon number violation we need to discuss the vacu.u:rn
structure of the electroweak theory. ln the space of the Higgs and SU (2) gauge fields,
there exist an array of vacu.a separated by energy barriers, as is depicted in figme
(2.2). From one vacuum to the other the Chern-Simons number changes by one,
meaning in turn that the baryon number changes by three. Thus if somehow it is
possible to go from one vacuum to the other:, the baryon number can be changed.

Before we turn to determining the rate at which baryon number can be violated
in this way, a few remarks are in or:der. Although we have focused our discussion on
the violation of baryon number, it is dear from equations (2.32) and (2.33) that we
could as well have discussed the violation of lepton number. What is also clear from
eq.(2.33) however is that if Land Bare both violated, B- Lis not. This will be of
importance when discussing leptogenesis. Moreover, a:lthough we have mentioned
that the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly applies to gauge-coupled Dirac fermions, it is
only the SU(2) gauge group that plays a role in the baryon number variation, as
can be seen from eqs.(2.35, 2.36). As right-handed quarks and leptons in the SM
are SU(2) gauge-singlet, we have that anomalous baryon-number violation in the
SM affects orrly the left-handed sector of the theory. This is a major ingredient
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Figure 2.2: Different vacua of the SM in a certain direction of the SU(2) gauge
fields (A) and Higgs field (4>). The baryon number changes by three (the nuniber of
families) from one vacuum to the other. We have also shown tunneling through the
barrier that separates vacua (T) and the sphaleron transition (S), which effectively
allows for passing over the barrier. The spha:leron is an unstable field configuration
where fields stand atop the barrier.
in neutrinogenesis, or lepton-number conserving leptogenesis, as we will discuss in
section 2.2.3 and later in chapter 7.
The rate of baryon number violation depends then on the rate of transition from
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one vacuum to another. At zero temperature transitions between vacua go through
tunneling through the barrier that separates vacua. Unsurprisingly (considering the
stability of the proton), the rate of tunnelin.g is e~ponentially suppressed by a factor
(2.37)
where aw = g2 /47r. Remembering that g "'O(le- 1 ), it is dear that this factorisessentially zer<e>. This is good news as far as the stability of the proton is concerned, but
for baryogenesis this rate needs to become much larger at high temperature. This is
indeed the case, as was first noted by [32]; at finite temperature, the transition from
on.e vacuum to another needn't go through tunne1ing, bmt can happen. by jumping
over a B + L-violating field configuration known as a sphaleron, as the energy available in the system can be large enough. The height of the energy barrier is given by
the sphaleron mass. The rate at which B +£-violating processes occur have been
studied extensively (see for example [19] or more recently [18] for overviews). The
most important result of these calculations for our work here is that at temperatures
roughly larger than the electroweak phase transition, sphaleron transitions occur at
a rate faster than the expansion rate of the Universe, while at lower temperature
the suppression factor is large enough to render them inefficient.

2.2.3

Baryogenesis and Le:ptogenesis

Let us now turn. to some possible baryogenesis models. Although the three Sakharov's conditions can be respected within the SM, as we have mentioned the
GP violating effect is generally too small, so models that don't venture outside

of the SM are not successful. Electroweak baryogenesis aims at using sphalerons
as the necessary source of baryon number violation; C P violation is provided by a
beyond-the-SM effect such as additional Higgses. The main difficulty encountered by
these models is that at temperatures around the electroweak phase transition, where
sphaleron.s are active, departure from equilibrium is very small, as SM interactions
are fast. Thus departure from equilibrium has to be provided by the phase transition
itself [32]. It has been obtained already that within the SM it is unlikely that the
electroweak phase transition is a strong enough source of departure from equilibrium
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[33]; electroweak baryogenesis might however still be possible in supersymmetric
extension of the SM (see [34] for an overview).
GUT baryogenesis might be in a more comfortable position. GUTs can very
naturally include baryon number violation, as the unifying gauge group G of GUTs
generally has quarks and lepton in the same representation, meaning that new GUT
interactions might well mix fermions with different baryon numbers. Additional C P
violation is also easily found. The decay of new, heavy particles can lead to the
observed baryon asymmetry, and these decays wilil eventually freeze-out due to the
expansion of the Universe, which provides the necessary departure from equilibrium.
One difficulty of these models is the fact that although sphalerons are not used as
the source of baryon number violation, they are still present, and their effect will
alter the baryon number produced by GUT baryogenesis. In fact sphalerons can
even completely erase (or wash-out) a previous baryon asymmetry. As sphalerons
conserve B- L, a solution to this problem is to use GUTs to generate a net B- L
number, which then sphalerons will not erase. Generation of B- L might also be
achieved within GUTs. [18] gives an overview of the successes and difficulties of
GUT baryogenesis models.
A third type of models, to which our work is very much related, is leptogenesis, as
introduced by [35]. Since spha:lerons conserve B- L but do not conserve B + L, when
they are rapid they can convert a net lepton number to a net baryon number. Indeed
a careful analysis of the SM particles' chemical potentials under rapid sphaleron
transition lead to the

fol~owing

relations between B, L and B

8N + 4m (B _ L)
22N + 13m
L __ 14N+9m (B ~ L}.
22N + 13m

~

L [36]:

B _

(2.38)

where N is the number of generations and m is the number of Higgs doublets. Once
the spha:lerons have switched off these relations turn to

B
L

=

8N +4(m+2) .(B L)
24N+13(m+2)
_16N+9(m+2) (B~L)
24N + 13 (m + 2)

(2.39)

What is needed then is a source of lepton number violation, so that sphalerons can
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transfer part of the created lepton asymmetry to baryons. Extending the SM so as
to provide a mass for the neutrino can in fact provide a source of lepton number
violation. Indeed, as we will discuss in chapter 4 the now observed fact that neutrinos
have mass requires physics outside the SM, and one in one class of neutrino mass
models (Majorana neutrinos) the neutrino is its own anti-particle. As neutrinos
do carry lepton m1mber, this amounts to introducing a source of lepton number
violation. We will see in chapter 4 why neutrinos being their own anti-particle is a
possibility, but let us assume for now that a new, right-handed heavy neutrino has
been added to the SM, and tb.at its decay can violate lepton number, as neutrinos
are now taken to be their own anti-particle. If GP violation is also present, then
there exist net lepton-number violating pr:'Ocesses that are not ful:ly compensated
by their G P-conjugated processes. The new heavy right-handed neutrino would
be in

e~uHibrium

in the very early Universe, and would then freeze-out, holding a

net lepton number. lts out-of-equHibrium decay would transfer this lepton number
to SM leptons, and considering these events to occur before the electroweak phase
transition, sphalerons would quickly transfer part of this lepton number to a net
baryon number, which after spha:leron freeze-out would remain as the net baryon
number of the Un:iverse. This is the genera:! picture of leptogenesis, as first suggested
by Fukugita and Yanagida [35]. Since then much work has been done to study
leptogenesis in different (Majorana) neutrino models or within wider contexts such
as supersymmetry, and to try and understand further the source of GP violation
within the neutrino mass matrix or outside of it. Evidently any leptogenesis scenario
necessitates the presence of lepton number violation, which, as we have mentioned,
only occurs in the case of Majorana neutrinos. Part of this work is concerned with
discussing a possibility of leptogenesis within the class of neutrino mass models that
do not a:llow for lepton number violation.

2.3

Dark matter

Here we briefly overview the necessary properties of dark matter candidates and discuss the possibility of mattergenesis. We delay part of the discussion of dark matter
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t0 the chapter introducing supersymmetry, as in this work we are interested in dark
matter candidates that arise within these models. Throughout we use discussions
available in dark matter reviews [7, 11], as well as WMAP papers [8, 10] and more
general comments available in [4].

2.3.1

Dark matter candidates

As we have seen WMAP co:nfirms the existence of a large amount of non-baryonic
dark matter in the Universe 0n the cosmol0gical scale. On smaller scales, however,
evidence of dark matter has been gathering for 0ver seventy years. In 1933, Zwicky
observed the mtation of galaxies within the Coma cluster and obtained that the
distribution of their velocities could not be explained if the only matter present
was the one directly observed through its radiation [37]. In other words, considering
Einstein's general relativity to hold, he inferred that the cluster must c0ntain a large
amount of unseen, or dark, matter. The evidence for dark matter at the scale of
clusters of galaxies is now strong (see [7, 11] for an overview, and for a review 0f
dark matter evidence at various

scales~.

Simi;larly, it is observed that the rotation

curves of stars within galaxies require the presence of matter that is not seen via
radiation.
Up t0 now dark matter evidence is only indirect; indeed no detection of a dark
matter particle as yet been made. Much effort is being put in direct detection; we

w'ill describe direct detection experiments in chapter 5, as we will be concerned with
discussing whether direct detection of our dark matter candidate is possible.
Dark matter has to be non-baryonic so as to explain WMAP's results; moreover it
does not radiate, 0r it would be observable directly via its radiation and not solely via
its gravitational effects. Moreover, it needs have zero electric charge and zero colour,
otherwise it w0uld have interacted with baryons and produced heavy isotopes, which
is not observed [7]. Massive neutrinos might have all the necessary properties, and as
it has now been established that neutrinos have mass (see chapter 4), it is tempting
to conclude that dark matter simply is neutrinos. Within certain models of neutrino
mass heavy steri~e neutrinos might possibly be the dark matter [38]. The left-handed
neutrinos of the SM, when added a mass, c0me however in too short a number to
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account for dark matter. M0reover (left-hancled, light) neutrino dark matter would
be relativistic, which is not what is favoured by structure formation models.
Supersymmetry (BUSY), which we will discuss in chapter 3, was first stl.idied
for reasons tmrelated to dark matter, but it was soon noticed that it naturally
provided a dark matter candidate in the form of the lightest supersymmetric particle
(LSP) [39, 40]. Within the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), the
LSP can have both the necessary properties of dark matter as we have listed and
the right relic density to account f0r WMAP's observations. Although the LSP is
not the sole potential candidate for dark matter (see for example [7]), it is a widely
popular one and it is the only possibility we wm be considering in this thesis. As
we will see in chapter 3, supersymmetry should soon be tested, and for this reason
supersymmetric dark matter is certainly at the moment 0f special interest. We wHl
delay our cliscussi0n of LSP dark matter to chapter 3, where we will introdl.ice SUSY
in more details.
We should mention that although dark matter is genera:1ly considered to be cold
(to have deeoupled while n0n-relativistic) due to structure formation c0nstraints,
models in which dark matter is produced non-thermally [41] and might be warm [42]
are not mled out. In this work we shall consider a dark matter candidate that never
reaehes thermal equiilibrium. Unfortunately strueture formation within our m0del
is outside the scope 0f this work.

2.3.2

The possibility of mattergenesis

As we have mentioned earlier, the presence of the observed amollnt of baryonic matter necessitates the existence of a baryogenesis mechanism 11 This is becallse the relic
density of baryons as can be calcU!lated in the Standard Model does not correspond

11 Here

we use the term baryogenesis in a generic way, meaning any mechanism that would

have as a result the creation of a sizeable amount of baryonic matter, be it GUT baryogenesis
or leptogenesis

a la Fukugita and Yanagida

[35], or any other mechanism. We will use the term

mattergenesis also in a generic way to describe any baryogenesis mechanism that also produces a

sizeable amount of dark matter.
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to the observed baryenic density. From this it is concluded that the baryens we
observe today are not simply relics of the big-bang, but were instead produced at
some point in the history of the Universe by same baryogenesis mechanism. Evidently perhaps, the fact that the SM baryonic relic density does not correspend to
the observed one has not been taken as grounds that the SM does not accurately
describ>e baryons, or that BBN should be completely reviewed; this is simply because the case for the SM is strong enough for other, independent reasons, and also
because possible baryogenesis mechanisms have been found that do not necessitate
such drastic departure from known

physics~

The situation fer dark matter is fairly different. On the one hand the very
nature of dark matter is evidently much less obvious than the nature of baryonic
matter; although we have gathered much information on the properties a dark matter
candidate sheuld have, it is clear that ne particle already observed pessesses these
preperties. In the search for a dark matter candidate ill possible extensions of
the SM, a criterion ge11erally used is the relic density of this candidate within the
extended model (see for example [11]): if the relic density of the candidate is too
high, then overclosure of the Universe forbids this candidate, and if the relic density
is too low, then the candidate is considered not to be the main source of dark
matter. As we have just seen, however, sach a reasoning in the baryenic case would
have lead us to 'rule out baryons as b>aryon.ic matter candidates', or else to start
seriously questioning the SM itself, two avenues physicists haven't followed. As we
have said, the SM has other strong arguments in its favour; one could argue that
a certain dark matter candidate (among many others) in a certain SM extensien
(among many others as well') that does not have the n.ecessary relic density is not in
such a good position, and can be abandoned readily. Whether we are missing out
on some potentially interestin.g candidates in this way is debatable, an.d certainly
in this thesis we outline that indeed it could be the case. One reason to study
alternative production methods for dark matter, therefore, is simply the fact that
the relic density of dark matter particles could be as irrelevant to their observed
density as the relic density of baryons is to their observed density.
Once this is said, however, it becomes interesting te wonder whether it would
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be possible for baryogenesis and 'dark-matter-genesis' to be united in a single mattergenesis mechanism that would simply create all matter, baryonic and dark, at

once. H such a mechanism existed, it would perhaps also

al~ow

one to explain the

observed ratio af dark-to-baryonic matter. Comparing eq.(2.26) and eq.(2.27), we
have that
(2.40)
If we take the origins of both types of matter to be completely different (baryons

coming from baryogenesis, dark matter density being gi;ven by its relic density), there
is certainly no reason to expect their final density to be similar in any way. Yet the
ratio of their densities is order one. The unexplained resemblance of the observed
densities of dark and baryonic matter, sometimes caNed the 'O.vM/O.b problem', has
been studied first in [43),, and has received increasing attention

[44~54).

Explain-

ing the 'O.vM /Ob puzzle' is another argument to justify looking for mattergenesis
mechanisms.
Some general characteristics af mattergenesis mechanisms can be obtained. It
has been suggested before [47, 54]) that candidates for mattergenesis-induced DM
should generally have weak ar even super-weak interactions with the 'visible' sector.
If the candidate never thermalises, the asymmetry created by mattergenesis will not

be erased or reprocessed at later times. In this case, the smallness of the couplings
would act as a built-in protection af the DM asymmetry. Having such a constraint
means that we would be able to estimate a correct amount for the dark matter
density directly from the suggested mattergenesis mechanism even without owning
detailed information about its interactions. A condition that other possible sources
of DM stay small need also added, for in the opposite case mattergenesis is not
the leading source af dark matter. We should mention that another mechanism
to 'protect' the created dark matter asymmetry has been suggested in [46), where
this time the candidate is thermal in the early Universe but freezes-out at some
temperature T"' mvM /20, creating a low relic density. The observed DM density
(and baryon density) is created after freeze-out by the decay of a heavier particle
which couples to both dark and baryonic matter. For this reason the mechanism has
been called the 'late decay' scenario. In both cases (of late-decay and non-thermal
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eandidate), the DM asymmetry is created at a time when the DM candidate is out
of thermal equilibrium with the plasma, and will remain so.
In this work we suggest the right-handed Dirac sneutrino as a dark matter candidate that could have been produced within a mattergenesis mechanism, and part
of our work will be concerned with discussing whether it has properties specifically
interesting for mattergenesis.

Chapter 3
The Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model
The popularity of supersymmetric theories, and of the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) in particular, has been unwavering for over twenty-five
years. Soon the LHC should be able to determine whether low energy broken supersymmetry (SUSY) is indeed an accurate description of Nature. Although as yet
no experimental signals of SUSY have been seen, there are a number of reasons why
it has generated so much interest. The MSSM offers a solution to the hierarchy
problem of the SM, which put simply is the fact that the Higgs mass is sensitive to
new physics that would enter at scales much higher than the electroweak scale. It
a:lso permits the unification of gauge couplings. And although it was not constructed
for this reason, it naturally provides a candidate for dark matter. As we have mentioned earlier, both the observed amount of baryonic matter in the Universe and the
existence of large quantities of dark matter necessitate physics outside the SM. In
this work we take the MSSM as the basic beyond-the-SM ingredient to tackle these
two questians.
This chapter is concerned with giving basics of SUSY and the MSSM that are
necessary for the completeness of this work. In the next section we give some
essential basics ofSUSY; we then go an to present the MSSM and its particle content,
along with the description of their interactions. In section 3.2 we will discuss the
phenomenon of soft SUSY breaking and different models that can implement it. Last
30
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we discuss the MSSM dark matter candidate. Throughout we keep the emphasis
very much on the aspects of SUSY and the MSSM most relevant to this work.
Various reviews of SUSY basics deal with SUSY and the MSSM in more details
(see for instance [55] and references therein). In this chapter we mainly follaw the
treatment of [55] and r56] for basics af the MSSM, and we additionally use [27] for
SUSY-breaking issues, and [7, 11, 57] for phenomenology questions.

3.1

SUSY basics and MSSM

We introduce the SUSY algebra, followed by the particle content of the MSSM, its
superpotential, scalar interactions and gauge interactions. We do not explain how
to obtain the MSSM Lagrangian from first principles; this can be found ill r55].
As we have mentianed, one of the leading reasons for introducing SUSY is the
existence of the hierarchy problem. The Higgs mass, within the SM, is related to the
scale of electroweak symmetry breaking, and experimental constraints are already
in place that farce it to be above 114.4GeV [21]. The Higgs mass however receives
correctians fram any particle it couples to, even in the case where the coupling
appears only at higher orders. This in turns means that if there is any physics at
energies higher than the electroweak scale, the Higgs mass could be dramatically
affected. As the energy gap between the electroweak scale and the Planck scale is
so wide, postulating that there exists no new physics in it seems rather constrained.
This is in very short terms the hierarchy problem. Supersymmetry, which is a
symmetry that relates boson and fermions, affers a solution to the hierarchy problem
by assuring that for all fermionic contribution there exist a bosonic one that exactly
cancels it (up to logarithmic contributions}. Indeed at 1 loop level the corrections
arising from an additional fermion and scalar cancel exactly (up to logarithmic
coRtributions); withiR SUSY, the cancellation of fermionic and scalar contributions
is kept even when all higher order corrections are included.
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SUSY algebra

The generat0rs of supersymmetry, Q, transform bosons into fermions and vice-versa;
as such they are are fermionic generators. They respect the following algebra:

{QcoQl} -

2u~0 P~

(3.1)

{Qo, Qjj} -

{Ql,Q~} = 0

(3.2)

[Qa, P~] = 0

(3.3)

[Qo, P~]

where P~ is the spacetime momentum operator, P:.:..:.. (H, P), with H the Hamiltonian and pi the 3-momentum operator, u~ ~ (1, a) are the Pauli matrices, the
Jl index :runs on spacetime coordinates and the a, 6: indices are spin indices that

run from 1 to 2. SUSY generators can be con.structed by considering the SUSY
Lagrangian. for a fermion and a scalar; using Noether's procedure, we can construct
from it the conserved supercurrent, and in turn obtain the supercharges, which are
the SUSY generators.
A first interesting result (and which will be of importance to us in chapter 7)
comes fr0m considering the zeroth component of eq.(3.1). Let us try and obtain the
Hamiltonian operator in terms of the SUSY operators; we have from eq.(3.1)

Q1Q! + QlQl

= 2Po

+ 2P3

Q2Q~ + Q~Q2 = 2Po ~ 2P3

(3.4)

so that

(3.5)
If in the vacuum SUSY is unbroken, then

QoiO) = 0, QliO) ~ 0

(3.6~

and the vacuum energy is zero. Conversely, it must imply that if the vacaum energy
is positive, then SUSY is broken in the vacuum. Indeed if the vacuum is not invariant
under SUSY, then

(3.7)
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so that the vacuum energy is

(3.8)
In chapter 7 we will mention that the non-zero vacuum potential present during
inflation necessarily leads to SUSY breaking [58].

3.1.2

Fermions within the MSSM

SUSY generators transform fermions into bosons, so the minimal supersymmetric
eX!tension of the SM, the MSSM, must include for each SM fermion a new scalar
superpartner. In the MSSM each SM fermion and superpartRer (or sparticle) pair
is included in a chiral supermultiplet 1 . Matter fields and their superpartners are described by chiral superfields; the fact that matter superfields need be chiral is related
to the fact that the SM treats left-handed and right-handed particles differently. The
Higgs boson is also part of a chiral supermultiplet with its fermionic superpartner,
the higgsino, though for reasons that we will explain shortly, the MSSM needs to
contain two higgs superfields, the up-type higgs Hu and the down-type Higgs Hd.
Each higgs boson shares its chiral supermultiplet with its corresponding higgsino.
We denote a superfield in general by the bold character «<»; the fermionic (resp.
scalar) component of a chiral superfield we denote by '1/J (resp.

4J). When describing

a specific fermion-scalar pair, we use the usual SM symbol for the fermion and add
a tilde for the scalar partner; for instance the lepton doublet superfield is
L=

(z,i)

(3.9)

which includes the lepton doublet

l~ ( : )
and the slepton doublet,

l=

1

(:) .

Chiral supermultiplets also include the F auxiliairy field, which we will mention briefly shortly.
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The up-type and down-type Higgs are the following superfields:

Hu

=

(Hu,hu)

(3.10)

(ild,hd)

(3.11)

Hd =

which include the higgsino SU(2) doublets

an.d the Higgs doublets

Each chiral supermultiplet also contains a complex scalar auxiliary field F. The
auxiliary field's kinetic term in. the Lagrangian is

Laux =

F*F ·

(3.12)

This field serves to ensure that the SUSY algebra closes off-shell.
We should mention briefly what happen.s with electroweak symmetry breaki11g
now that we have added a Higgs field. Following (55] we denote the Higgses vacuum
expectation values ( vev's) upon electroweak breaking as

(hu)

=Vu

(hd) -= Vd

(3.13)

and these must be related to the usual electroweak breaking scale2 v ~ 174GeV via

(3.14)
Traditionally both vev's are related by their ratio, which is defined by
tan.{3

2 We

Vu
=.
Vd

have v ~ 174 so that the top Yukawa coupling At is At ~ 1

(3.15)
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In this work we sha:N be using tan,8

»

1, or

Vu~

v as a simplifying assumption.

The interactions of superfields that do not involve gauge interactions are contained within a single, analytic function of the scalar components of the various
superfields of the theory, the superpotential.

The most general superpotentia:l

that leads to a renormalizable, gauge-invariant and SUSY-conserving Lagrangian3
is given by

(3.16)
where Mii is a symmetric mass matrix and yiik is totally symmetric under the exchange of i, j, k. The Lagrangian is obtained from the superpotential in the following
way:

(3.17)
with

(3.18)
Using the equation of motion of the auxiliary field,

ac
8F

-

=> F* -

(i)

aw
84>j

(3.19)

we can eliminate the F-field contribution to the interaction Lagrangian to obtain

(3.20)
with
.Cint =

~ """
I?~ 12
LJ 84>·
j

3 An

(3.21)

J

additional linear term ki4Ji is allowed in the case where there exists a gauge singlet in the

theory, which is not the case in the MSSM. Here we will introduce such a gauge singlet but will
not consider adding a linear term to the theory.
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The first term of Lint is generally called F-terms for obvious reasons and is a purely
scalar contribution, while the second term mixes fermions and scalars.
The MSSM superpotential is given by
(3.22)
where Au, Ad, Ae are the Yukawa matrices that give rise to the fermion masses in the
usual way and the 1-L term gives rise to the Higgses masses. Since the superpotential
needs to be analytic, it is not possible to use the conjugate of one of the Higgs fields
to play the role of hd, as is done in the SM; thus it is necessary to have two different
Higgses, one for the up-type quarks and one for the down-type quarks. Moreover
two Higgses (or rather two higgsinos of opposite charge) are necessary to maintain
the cancellation of gauge anomalies4 • The usual Yukawa terms for SM fermions wil[
stem from interactions of the type given by the second term of eq.(3.21).

3.1.3

Gauge interactions of matter fields

Gauge fields appear as components of vector superfields, which also include the
fermionic superpar.tners of the gauge bosons, the gauginos, and an auxiliary field D.
The gauge boson part of the vector supedield we denote in general by

A~-'

and the

fermionic part by A. When describing a specific gauge boson-gaugino pair we use
the usual SM symbol for the gauge boson and add a tilde for the fermionic partner.
The Lagrangian for gauge interactions with chiral superfields is composed of
various parts. Once the auxiliary D fields are eliminated from the interaction Lagrangian we obtain a contribution to the scalar Langrangian, which we will call
D-terms:
Cv =

~ LY~ (<!J*Ta</J) 2

(3.23)

a

4 Considering

Qe

the hypercharge Y and the third component of isospin, T3 (with the electric charge

= Y + Ta), the gauge anomalies cancellation conditions include Tr(YTl) = Tr(Y)

===

0, with

the trace running over all left-handed fermions. As this condition is respected within the SM, when
adding a higgsino we need to add another one of opposite hypercharge so both contributions can
cancel.
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where a is a gauge index, g is the gauge coupLing, Ta are the gauge generators and

cp is the scalar part of the chiral superfield. The coupling of ga.uge bosons with
either fermions or their scalar partners is given, as in the SM, by the replacements
of ordinary derivatives by covariant derivatives in the kinetic term for the fermions
and scalars:
(3.24)

where the covariant derivative is such that

Dp,c/Ji

=

op,c/Ji -

igA~

(Tacp)i

Dp,c/J*i -:- 811-c/J*i + igA~ (cp*Ta)i
Dp,'I/Ji

=

8p,'I/Ji- igA~ (T 0 '1/J)i .

(3.25)

Finally interaction.s of gaugin.os with matter are given by new SUSY terms:
(3.26)

This completes the set of in.teractions of matter fields.

3.1.4

R parity

SM particles an.d their superpartners are differentiated by a new multiplicative,
conserved quantum number, R parity. For each MSSM particle R parity is defined
as

PR = ( _ 1)3(B-L)+2s

(3.27)

with B (resp. L) the baryon (resp. lepton) number of the particle and s its spin.
With this definition each SM particle has R parity +1 and each of their superpartners
has R parity -1.
Within the MSSM R-parity is included to forbid renormalizable B or L violating
terms from appearing in the superpotential. If such terms were allowed, fast proton
decay, for example, would have been observed unless the size of these new couplings
were fine-tuned to be extremely tiny. In the SM there is no need to add a symmetry
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to forbid B or L violating terms in the perturbative theory; gauge symmetry does
this5 •
The consequences of the conservation of R parity reach far beyond forbidding fast
proton decay. R parity conservation implies that supe!ipartners are only produced
in pairs, which is an important observation for direct searches for SUSY at the LHC,
for example. Of even more importance for the present work is the fact that R-parity
conservation. renders the lightest superymmetric particle (LSP) stable. This is the
cmcial element of the MSSM that allows the possibility of a dark matter candidate,
as we will discuss further in section 3.3.

3.2

Soft SUSY breaking

3.2.1

Soft Lagrangian

It is clear from experiment that supersymmetry, if indeed an accurate description

of Nature, must be a broken symmetry. However one of the main advantages of
unbroken SUSY is to offer a solution to the hierarchy problem, and for this reason
it is expected that SUSY should be broken in a way that does not bring back large
(quadratic) quantum contributions to the Higgs mass. The usual way of obtaining
this is to include a:ll SUSY-breaking contributions in a soft Lagrangian,

.Csoft'

such

that the overall effective MSSM Lagrangian is written. as
LMSSM

=--

.Csusy

+ .CsoJt •

(3.28)

No new fields are added in Lsoft and all new couplings have positive mass dimension,
such that

.Csoft --+

0 when the SUSY-breaking

coupling(s~,

say

msoft,

goes to zero.

Because of this, the additional corrections to the Higgs mass brought about by the
terms in

Lsoft

5 Although

must also vanish in the limit m soft ~ 06 • This in turns forces them.

evidently gauge symmetry does not forbid a L-violating Majorana mass for the right-

handed neutrino, which we will discuss in the next chapter. The same is true here as a Majorana
mass can be added for the right-handed neutrino to the supelipotential even in the presence of R
parity conservation.
6
Since we already know Csusy not to generate large quantum corrections to the Higgs mass.
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to be at most logarithmic in the cut-off scale. The possible soft-terms are in genera:l
(see [27] for a discussion of why these and no other terms are indeed soft)

(3.29)
where

Aiik

are called trilinear terms, (m 2 )~ are SUSY-breaking mass terms for scalar

superpartners and Ma terms are mass terms for fermionic superpartners. Within
the MSSM only terms for which there exists a corresponding term in the non-SUSY
breaking Lagrangian are allowed by gauge symmetries: trilinear terms for which
there exist corresponding Yukawa terms, superpartners masses from either m or M
terms, and a b term that mixes the up and down Higgses.
As written above

Lsoft

contains a very large number of parameters. A simplified

version of it is generally assumed in the vast majority of models that have been
analysed. One of these simplifying assumption, sometimes called the minimal flavour
violation scenario, MFV, assumes that SUSY-brea:king squark and slepton masses
are diagonal in flavour space,
( m2)i,j
Q,U,D,L,E

== oii(m2) Q,U,D,L,E

(3.30)

and trilinear terms are proportional to their corresponding Yukawa terms,
_a
)..i,j,k
U,D,E - U,D,E U,D,E ·

Ai,j,k .

(3.31)

With this scenario the SM Yukawa couplings are the only source of flavour violation. Within the SM the GIM mechanism [59] offers an effective explanation of why
flavour-changing neutral currents, FCNC's, are suppressed; within the MSSM suppressed FCNC can be difficMlt to obtain due to the potentially large contributions
from soft terms. The MFV assumption makes it easier to ensure the accordance of
broken SUSY with the known constraints on FCNC 7 . In this work we assume soft
parameters follow eq.(3.30) and (3.31). Although we shall not be concerned with
flavour effects, MFV is a popular assumption in the literature and a large number
of models attempting to explain the origin of SUSY-breaking use it.

7

Soft Lagrangians that respect FCNC constraints without this simplification are also possible.
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We can gain one more piece of information on the soft Lagrangian by noting that
although large quantum corrections are avoided by our choice of SUSY-breaking
terms, this is only true up to the point that the scale of these terms is itself not too
large. Indeed, since the quantum corrections on the Higgs mass are logarithmic, for
dimensional reasons they must be proportional to m;oft· Explicitly, the logarithmic
correction from the soft terms is (55]

6-m~iggs =

m;oft

( 1 ~2 log (Auv/msoft))

(3.32)

where msoft stands for any SUSY-breaking mass or trilinear coupling in eq.(3.30)
or (3.31), A is a generic dimensionless coupling such as the Yukawas in eq.(3.31),
and Auv is the cut-off scale. Considering a cut-off scale of order the Planck mass,
a Yukawa A"' 1 and a Higgs mass of roughly lOOGeV, then the soft-breaking scale
is msoft "' 100- lOOOGeV. This result we also use as a guideline throughout this
work.

3.2.2

The hidden sector framework

As it was introduced here, .Csoft explicitly breaks SUSY but gives no explanation of
the origin of the various terms it contains. To this end we must first ask whether
SUSY can be broken without the introduction of new fields and/ or new energy scales.
This does not seem to be the case. SUSY is broken if the vacaum energy is positive,
eq.(3.8); thus if it is possible for all values of fields to produce either a non-zero
D- or F-term in the scalar potential, SUSY must be broken. The Fayet-Iliopoulos

mechanism [60] creates a non-zero D-term by introdacing in the Lagrangian a term
linear in the auxiliary field of a gauge symmetry. This is only possible if the gauge
symmetry is U(1). Implementing the Fayet-Iliopoulos mechanism with the U(1)y
of the SM does not lead to acceptable phenomenology. The O'Raifeartaigh mechanism [61] instead breaks SUSY via a non-zero F-term. This requires the presence
of a gauge-singlet chiral superfield for which there could be a linear term in the
Lagrangian. Such a gauge singlet is not present in the MSSM. Thus neither D- nor
F -term SUSY breaking appears possible within the MSSM only. This remains true

in general even when one allows for the inclusion of new fields at the m soft scale (as
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obtained from e(l.(3.32)) 8 .
This situation has led to the development of the hidden sector approach, where
SUSY-breaking occurs in an higher:-energy sector that has suppressed interactions
with the MSSM sector, or visible sector. Various hidden sector models differ principally by their choice of the interactions that mediate the breaking of SUSY from
the hidden to the visible sector. Two popular choices of mediating interactions are
SM gauge interactions and gravity. In gravity-mediated SUSY breaking, the hidden
and visible sectors only share gravitational interactions. Some F-term is generated
in the hidden sector, and the soft term scale appears as

(F)

(3.33)

M-

msoft"'

Pl

and hence vanishes either when SUSY is unbroken ((F)
considered

(MPl ~

needs to be

oo). To obtain an

M "'

msoft"'

~

e) or gravity is not

102 GeV, the scale of SUSY-breaking

1011 GeV. We wm discuss gravity mediation further in the

next section. In gauge-mediated SUSY breaking a new messenger sector is added; it
shares gauge interactions with the visible sector and couples to the SUSY-breaking
F-term of the hidden sector. In the visible sector diagrams involving gauge and
gaugino fields can now include messenger loops, leading to the effective appearance
of the soft terms. The soft term scale is thus, on dimensional grounds,
g2
msoft"' (

47r

(F)
)2--

(3.34)

mmess

where the first term is a loop factor (with gauge coupling g "' 0( 1)) and mmess is the
messenger sector mass scale. Here the scale of SUSY-breaking can be much lower
than in the gravity-mediation case; for instance for a messenger mass of
1010 GeV, a SUSY-breaking scale of

8

mmess "'

M"' 107GeV is obtained.

This is due to the existence of sum rules that link various masses of the MSSM and that are

valid if only renormalisable tree-level SUSY breaking is present. Were these sum rules valid, some
sleptons or squarks would have to have masses much smaller than msoft, and would have been
discovered already.
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Supergravity and the gravit,ino

Alth<:mgh somewhat tangential to the subject of this work, we wish for completeness
to briefly describe the idea of supergravity, or SUGRA. Taking SUSY as a local
symmetry instead of global one leads to the inclusion of gravitational effects9 , though
the obtained Lagrangian is non-renormalisable. Within SUGRA the spin-2 graviton
is accompanied by its superpartner the spin-3/2 gravitino. Global SUSY breaking
implies the existence of a massless goldstino, the fermionic equivalent of the more
usual Goldstone boson10 . In a manner reminiscent of the Higgs mechanism, upon
local SUSY breaking the gravitino 'eats' the goldstino to become massive. This is
the so-caHed super-Higgs mechanism. In the case ofF-term breaking the gravitino
mass, m 3; 2 , is gi:ven by
m3/2

(F)
I"V

-·-

Mpz

(3.35)

,

which vanishes when SUSY is restored or when gravity effects are ignored. In gravitymediated SUSY breaking, the gravitino mass and the soft scale are the same, and so
the gravitino has mass similar to the other superpartners. 1n such a case the gravitino
being the LSP is a possibility, although it is not in a different position than any other
superpartner. In gauge-mediated SUSY-breaking, the gravitino mass can be much
smaller than the soft sca:le, depending on the size of the messenger scale. For the
example given above with a messenger scale of mmess
would be as low as m 3; 2

I"V

Hl~ 5 GeV.

be the LSP. In this work we shall use

I"V

1010 GeV, the gravitino mass

In such a case, the .gravitino is most likely to
msoft -

m 3; 2 as a rule of thumb, and assume

the gravitino not to be the LSP of the MSSM.

9

A hint of this phenomenon can be obtained by recalling that the SUSY algebra, eq.(3.1),

contains the spacetime operator. When considering local SUSY transformations we should be led
to consider local spacetime transformations, and thus general relativity.
10 The 'Goldstone field' needs to be a fermion because the SUSY generators are themselves
fermionic.
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Lightest supersymmetric particle dark matter

Although SUSY was not originally introduced to acldress the question of dark matter,
it was soon realised that the MSSM natura:lly contains a dark matter candidate
(40]. As we have mentioned, within the MSSM R-parity ensl:ITes that the lightest
supersymmetric particle is stable; if moreover this particle has no electric charge or
colour (see our discussion in section 2.3) and is not produced in such quantities that
it overdoses the Universe, then it is a good dark matter candidate.
The MSSM indeed contains a neutral, colourless massive particle: it is the neutralino. We have not yet mentioned the neutralino explicitly, although we have all
the necessary ingredients to discuss it. Looking back at eq.(3.26) we see it includes
the possibility of a gaugino-higgsino-higgs coupling; once the higgs has acquired
its vev then this terms becomes a mixing term between a gaugino and a higgsino.
Hence the overall gaugino-higgsino mass matrix needs to be diagonalised to obtain
the mass eigenstates. The charged states are generally called charginos, Ci's and
the neutral states, neutralinos, x/s. The neutralinos' only gauge interactions are
SU(2) interactions and their mass stems from SUSY-breaking terms, as we have
discussed. If the lightest of the four neutra:linos is also the LSP, then it is a dark
matter candidate. As we have mentioned, none of the aspects of the MSSM that
lead to the existence of the neutralino were introduced to al,low for a dark matter
ca:adidate: it instead appears as a 'bonus' of the model. The only assumption is that
the neutralino is the LSP. Supposing the MSSM to be an appropriate description
of nature, then if the neutralino is indeed the LSP, there is now the possibility of
the neutralinos being the ma:in source of dark matter, but also of an overclosure of
the Universe due to an over-abundance of neutralinos. The first evaluation of the
neutralino relic density was obtaiBed in [40] and helped establish the LSP as the
very popular dark matter candidate it is now. Let us review the argument. We
follow the treatmeBt of [11]
We recall from chapter 2 that the number density of a particle is given by
eq.(2.16),
(3.36)
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The neutralino has strong enough interactions to be kept in thermal equilibrium,
which means its 11umber density is described by the above expression with the FermiDirac distribution as its distribution function,

(3.37)

» m, the equilibrium
«m, it instead follows

At early times, when. T
while at later times, T

27r 1eC
(mT)

n.umber density fohl.ows

neq "'

T3,

3 2

neq "'

g

-m/T)

(3.38)

meaning it decreases exponentially. As we have seen however, cl.ue to the expansion
of the Universe we expect the a11nihilation and creation processes to eventuall:y
freeze-out, leaving the number density per comoving volume fixed at the equilibrium
amount at freeze-out 11 •
In the case of a relic X in equilibrium until the time of freeze-out and for which
there is no sizeable particle-antiparticle asymmetry, the Bo1tzmann equation (eq.
2.17) can be rewritten as

(3.39)
where n x is the number density of X, (aAV) is the thermally averaged total annihilation cross-section for X and the rate of annihilation is given by r A- (aAv)nx.
Freeze-out occurs when H

= r A· We have H = 1.66g!/2T 2 /MPl (eq. (2.22)}, so

that freeze-out happens when

Y;r; = (aAv)nx,F

L669
· M~

(3.40)

which implies

(3Al)

11 See

figure 4 of [11].
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where the index F stands for freeze-out. After freeze-out the relic number density
per comoving volume is conserved,

nxl
now

S

nxl

-

S

F

3.8

"'

1/2
( OAV ) Tp
g.pMP

(3.42)

'

where we have used s =

2

2

,:S g.T , eq.(2.18). The freeze-out temperature also depends
3

on the annihilation rate. Let us relate this number density to a quantity more
amenable to comparison with the observed dark matter density (eq.(2.27)); we define

wx

=

Pxh21
Pc
2

h
-

now

sl now mxnx Inow .

Pc

S

If X forms the entirety of dark matter (wx

,

(3.43)

= WDM), then using eq.(3.42), the

annihilation rate and freeze-out temperature should be related with the cosmological
parameters via
1 3.8

(3.44)

Let us first evaluate the left-hand side of this expression; considering a relic mass of

mx "' lOOGeV with only weak scale interactions implies

(3.45)
The freeze-out temperature also depends on the annihilation cross"'section, though
this time a more involved calculation is necessary; for weak scale interactions, the
freeze-out temperature turns out to be Tp "'mx/20 (see [40] for details). Thus for
our nel:ltralino we obtain
(3.46)
Using table 2.2 we can calculate the right-hand side of equation {3.44),

h2s
Pc

3.8 "' 1
x
g.,pMP
1/2

w-waey-2 .

(3.47)
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mx/20. Thus as long as the assumptions

we have coasidered hold, the neutralino (or any other weakly interacting massive
particle, W'IMP) 'naturally' has the correct relic density to be the dark matter. This
result was obtained rather early in the development of the MSSM [40], and remains
very important in the understanding of the dark matter question.

3.3.1

Mattergenesis revisited

As we have seen, in general the relic density of the aeutralino LSP is of the same
order than the observed dark matter density. If indeed the MSSM is an accurate
description of Nature, and the neutralino is the LSP, than there is in general no need
for mattergenesis. Any alternative scenario that involves a different dark matter
candidate produced via a mattergenesis mechanism but that accepts the MSSM as
an accurate description of Nature is confronted with the possibility of overclosure
due to the relic LSP. For this reason it is important for our work to meation that
although the result of the previous section holds in geaeral, a number of special cases
can alter it sizeably. For instance eoannihilation [62] can occur when there exists a
particle almost degenerate in mass with the candidate. If the candidate can convert
into this new particle, and it has interactions much faster than the candidate, then
it is the annihilation of the new particle that mainly determines the caadidate's
relic density. It is also possible for the candidate and quasi-degenerate particle to
directly annihilate together, again modifying the candidate's relic density. This is
a possibility for a neutralino of any composition, since we know little of the mass
spectrum of the MSSM, but it is especially important in the case of a neutralino
very largely composed of a higgsino, as in this case close-by charginos wiH induce
coannihilations [11]. An analysis of the relic density of the neutralino as a function
of its main component reveals that coannihilations can play an essential role and
that both very small aBd very large relic densities can be achieved [63]. We will
discuss this situation again in chapter 6, b11t for now it suffices to say that the
results presented in the previous section should not be interpreted as a case against
mattergenesis, b11t rather as an interesting observation that has often been used to
argue for WIMP dark matter.

Chapter 4
Massive neutrinos
4.1

Evidence of neutrino masses

Over the recent years the existence of a non-zero mass for the neutrinos has been
confirmed by a variety of experiments, involving solar, atmospheric, reactor and

ac~

celerator neutrino experiments [64]. These various experiments all make 1:1se of the
fact that if the neutrinos have masses, then their mass and weak eigenstates need
not be the same (just as is the case with quarks), ami this mixing of states would
cause neutrinos to change into one another as they propagate. The evidence for
flavour changing in neutrinos is by now very strong [65]. The Super-Kamiokand.e
experiment [66] studies neutrinos produced in. cosmic rays, a source that is isotropic
around the Earth. It has measured that neutrinos that come from above the ex..
periment and neutrinos that enter the detector after having traversed the Earth do
not however come in comparable numbers. This experiment has allowed to measure the oscillation of (what is best described as being) vi' to

Vn

and obtain the

corresponding mass square difference ~m~tm of (as cited in [64]) 1

(4.1)

1Here

we should mention that by 'mass square difference' or 'mass square splitting' we mean

generally ~mt 2 =m~- m~. Hence a mass square splitting can be negative.
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Here the index refers to 'atmospheric neutrinos' or neutrinos produced by cosmic
rays within our atmosphere. The Super-Kamiokande data is well supported by
the K2K experiment [67], that has measured the 'disappearance'
another species) of

ll~-''s

~or

oscillation to

prod1.:1ced at the Karnioka accelerator.

The phenomenon of neutrino oscillation has also been observed in 'solar' neutrinos (neutrinos produced within the Sun). The Subdury Neutrino Observatory
(SNO) [68, 69] has measured that the flux of

lip,

despite the fact that the Sun only produces

neutrinos; moreover the total amount

of neutrinos
of

(lie)

(lie, ll~-'' liT)

lie

and

liT

from the Sun is non-zero,

from the Sun detected at SNO agrees with the calculations

neutrino production in the Sun. In other words, the amount of neutrinos re-

ceived at SNO from the Sun is as expected, but the composition is not: the amount
of

lie

is too small, but the missing quantity is made up of other types of neutri-

nos. This is very compelling evidence for neutrino oscillations, and in turn for the
existence of neutrino mass. The best-fit mass square splittings difference in solar
neutrinos (as obtained by combining the data from SNO and KamLAND [70, 71],
which measures reactor

lie)

is obtained to be [64]

(4.2)
The Los Alamos Liquid Scintillation Detector experiment (LSND) [72] also reports the apparition of iie from another neutrino species, iiw LSND measures accelerator neutrinos produced in the decay J.L+

-+ e+lleiiw

The corresponding mass

square splitting is in this case [64]

(4.3)
This result has not yet been confirmed by any other experiment. The MiniBooNE
experiment [73] is designed to test the LSND results.
With three neutrinos in the SM it is not surprising that we would have three
distinct mass splitting. These three mass splittings, however, have to be such that

(4.4)
if there are indeed to be only three neutrino species involved. As we have seen, the
atmospheric, solar and 'LSND' mass splitting are all of different orders of magnitude,
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and for this reason it is impossible that eq.(4.4) be respected if LSND is confirmed.
The simplest explanation for this situation is to include a fourth light neutrino in
the analysis. As it is already well known that only three light neutrinos couple to the
weak gauge bosons [21], this fourth neutrino would have to be sterile with respect
to the weak interaction2 • To understand the importance of this possibility, we need
discuss the ways in which the neutrino mass can be included in the SM; the next
section is concerned with this.
Before we go on however it is worth mentioning that although the experiments
we have discussed up to now give no indications of the absolute mass scale of the
neutrinos, it is not the case that we possess no clues as to what this scale might
be. Considering the solar and atmospheric mass splittings to be involving the three

SM neutrinos, three possible arrangements of the neutrinos emerge, as shown in
fig.(4.1) [74].
If the neutrinos have non-degenerate masses, then the mass of the heaviest neutrino

must be around mn ~

y'Am~tm

= 4.7

x 10- 2 • If on the other hand they are

degenerate, then a priori not much can be said on the absolute mass scale from the
osciHation data. However cosmology gives some constraints on the absolute mass
scale of the neutrinos as well. Indeed it is possible to obtain limits on the neutrino
masses from the study of the power spectrum of matter on large scales [74]. For a
three neutrinos model this implies [75]

Emv < l.OleV

(4.5)

Emv < 2.12eV

(4.6)

and goes up to

for five neutrinos. Taking these along with the conclusions drawn from the mass
splittings, we conclude that a reasonable guess for the scale of the neutrino masses

2

If it is to explain a confirmed LSND result, this additional 'sterile' neutrino would still have

to share some interaction with the SM neutrinos so as to, at the very least, allow mixing with one
of them.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Possible neutrino masses configurations. Each line re]>resents the mass
square of a neutrino of the SM, and mH stands for the mass of the heaviest neutrino.

(a) Hierarchical and inverted hierarchy neutrinos. The exact emplacement of the
zero of the mass square scale is unknown but close to the smallest neutrino mass
square. In both cases mH "'

J Llm~tm

(b) Degenerate neutrinos. The zero of the

mass square scale is far below the neutrino masses square. Here mH

>>

J Llm~tm·

could be

(4.7)
This is the estimate we shall use throughout this work. Attempts at measuring
neutrinos masses directly such as the KATRIN experiments [76] and others [77, 78]
are under way. The KATRIN experiment is concerned with studying the energy
spectrum of the electron produced in tritium decay,

(4.8)
Although only the electron's energy spectrum is available, it depends on the neutrino
mass. The careful study of the higher end of the spectrum (where neutrino mass
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effects are relatively most significant) could lead to an absolute determination of the
neutrino mass. As of now the limits on the total mass of the neutrinos involved in
tritium decay (including mixing effects) obtained in this way are

(4.9)
as obtained by [77] and [78], respectively, as cited in [38]. Here

Uie

is a matrix

element of the neutrino mass mixing matrix that relates the electron neutrino to
any other it might mix with.

4.2
4.2.1

Dirac and Majorana masses
See-saw mechanism

In the Standard Model the neutrinos do not have mass at all, or equivalently there
is no mass term that appears for them in the Lagrangian. As all the other SM
particles evidently have :mass in the SM, we already know a way of including a mass
term for the neutrinos. Copying what already exists for the quarks and leptons, we
can simply add to the SM a set of three right-handed neutrinos

VR

and in turn write

down a new Dirac term in the Lagrangian [65]:

(4.10)
where the mass parameter mv is related to the Higgs vev v through the new neutdno
Yukawa coupling Av in the usual way,

mv = AvV.

(4.11)

In models where the neutrino mass is constructed solely from a new Dirac term in
the Lagrangian the neutrinos are said to be Dirac neutrinos.
Two very important questions arise from this simple analysis: first, eq.(4.11) tells
us that the Yukawa coupling for the neutrinos should be of the order Av "'0(10- 13 ),
which is much smal:ler than the quarks Yukawa couplings (which only illustrates the
smallness of the neutrino masses themselves compared to the masses of the quarks
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and leptons) 3 • Second, this analysis overlooks a very specific aspect of the neutrinos,
which is that contrary to the quarks and leptons, they do not have an electric charge.
Because of their absence of electric charge, it is possible to write a Majorana mass
term for the neutrinos:

(4.12)
Such a mass term is forbidden for any other matter particle of the SM because it
would not conserve electric charge. This term however does not conserve lepton
number. But lepton number is an accidental symmetry in the SM: it is conserved
solely because electric charge is conserved, and imposing electric charge conservation
happens to also forbid lepton number violation.
The most popular theory of the neutrino mass links these two pecu.liarities of the
neutrinos (the smallness of the mass and the absence of an electric charge). In the
original see-saw mechanism [79c-83], a Majorana mass term is added for the righthanded neutrinos and a Dirac mass term is added as well. The obtained 'Majorana
neutrinos mass matrix' (in a basis of left-handed and right-handed neutrinos) is
given by [38]:

M= (

VAv) .
VAv Mn
0

Considering very large Majorana masses, Mn

>> VA

11

leads to the matrix having one

eigenvector that is mainly composed of the left-handed neutrino of the original basis
with an associated mass that is very small,

(v;;/, and another eigenvector mainly

composed of the right-handed neutrino of the original basis associated with a large
mass Mn. Thus the observed left-handed neutrinos cou.ld have very small masses
while having Yukawa couplings comparable to the ones of the charged leptons, say,
due to the fact that there exists a large Majorana mass for the
nos. A Yukawa coupling of order A11
right-handed neutrinos of Mn

3

I'V

I'V

right~handed

neutri-

1 leads to a mass scale for the unobserved

~@ 15 GeV.

Although it should be noted that even excluding the neutrino mass, within the quarks and

leptons there already exist a large disparity of Yukawa couplings, from the top Yukawa, At
the up Yukawa, Au

~ 10-5

or the electron one, Ae c:=

w-

6

•

~

1 to
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This short introduction does not render justice to the many ramifications of the
see-saw mechanism. Much work has been done to understand how a pattern. such
as eq.(4.2.1) can arise from higher energy theories such as GUT, or why the mixing
an.gles observed between the various n.eutrin.os are as they are (see for example [38]).
In this work we wish to take a different route and consider the case of Dirac neutrinos.
To better understand why, let us discuss the status of evidence regarding the nature
of the neutrino mass.

4.2.2

Experimeatal status

Two important phenomenological differences appear between Dirac and Majorana
neutrinos4 as a result of the exclusion or inclusion of the Majorana mass term in
the Lagrangian. When neutrinos are purely Dirac, both the left-handed and righthanded. neutrinos are very light, as can be seen from eq.(4.10). This implies that
we have now included in the particle zoo a certain number of new light particles, or
'right-handed neutrinos'. These will be completely sterile, however, as they have no
charge at a:11 under the SM symmetry group. In the see-saw Majorana case eviden.tly
the corresponding new particles are far from light. More generally when including
a Majorana mass the additional degrees of freedom needn't be light; this is because
there is a priori no expected scale for the Majorana mass as it is unrelated to the
scale of the gauge symmetry breaking, un.like Dirac mass terms [84]. The second
experimentally important difference between Dirac and Majorana nelltrinos is the
fact that Majorana neutrinos, no matter the relative size of their Dirac and Major ana
mass terms, are their own anti-particle, mean.ing that v = iJ in the Majorana case5 .
Dirac neutrinos are not their own anti-particles, in the same way that none of the

4 Here

we use the name 'Majorana neutrinos' in a generic sense as being neutrinos that do have

a Majorana mass term, as opposed to the special case of 'Dirac' neutrinos, or neutrinos that only
have a Dirac mass term.
5 This can be explained by the fact that the inclusion of a Majorana mass, no matter its size,
causes non-conservation of the lepton number. As the lepton number is the only number that
distinguishes neutrino and anti-neutrino, there is no sense in which Majorana neutrinos can be
distinguished from their anti-particle.
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chargecl leptons ar.e. Both these differences are being exploited in the quest for
determining experimentaNy the natl:lre of neutrinos.
- LSND and MiniBooNE
We have already tol:lched upon the possibility of the existence of an additional
light degree of freedom. The simplest explanation for a coRfirmation of the
LSND results would be to include at least one light sterile neutrino. Testing
whether the LSND resl:llts can be confirmed is thus of high importance. At the
moment various short baseline experiments (see references within [64]) have
not measured the oscillation observed by LSND, although there is parameter
space left for LSND still to be accurate. The MiniBooNE experiment [73]
aims to test this possibility. It should not however be taken for granted that
a confirmation of the LSND result straightforwardly implies the existence of
exactly one light sterile neutrino. Indeed, fits of the LSND results combined
with the global neutrino oscillations available data to four neutrino models
yield poor results [64]. A five neutrinos model yields a better fit with the
global data [85]. It should not be concluded either that a confirmation of the
LSND result can orrly imply Dirac neutrinos - many interpretations might arise
in this situation [86]. What is certain however is that a confirmation of the
LSND result would yield an interpretation of the neutrino sector very different
from the Majorana see-saw picture that is m0st widely studied at the moment.
- Neutrinoless double beta decay
Whether or not neutrinos are their own anti-particle might well be determined
in the not-so-distant future by studying dol:lble beta decay. If a nucleus containing A nucleons, Z of which beiRg protons, undergoes a double beta decay
in which two protons turn int0 neutrons, then two anti-electrons and two neutrinos should be emitted to conserve charge and lepton number. If lepton
number is not conserved, however, the two neutrinos needn't be there6 . Thus

6

Put another way the two emitted neutrinos could annihilate one another, being each other's

anti:. particle.
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if neutrinos are Majora:na particles neutrinoless double beta decay is possible,
while if they are Dirac particle it is not. Although there might be many other
sources of double beta decay than only the existence of a Majorana mass, it
can be shown that the observation of double beta decay necessarily implies
that at least one of the neutrinos is a Majorana particle [65]. Various experiments are under way to try and observe neutrinoless double beta decay in
different naclei (see [87] for a review).
Unless there is a clear neutrinoless double beta decay signal, determining the
nature of the neatrino mass is unlikely to be straightforward, especially if it turns
out neutrinos are Dirac particles. In such a case no signal will be seen at neutrinoless
double beta decay experiments, and other experiments' results will be needed as
well to decide whether there simply is :no signal or whether the signal can stHl have
eluded detection. Table (1) of [38] gives an overview of the possible outcomes of
experiments. Moreover, it should be pointed that a refutation. of the LSND result
does not necessarily rule out the existence of light sterile neutrinos with smaller
couplings to active n.eutrinos than required by LSND. Despite these difficulties, the
key points for our work here are that first, from an experimen.tal point of view the
possibility of Dirac neutrinos is not yet excluded, and second the Dirac or Majorana
n.ature of the neutrino mass might be elucidated in the coming years.

4.3
4.3.1

Dirac neutrinos
Constraints o:n Dirac neutrino models

Before turning to describing some Dirac neutrino models, let us first list the main
questions they must address.
It is obvioas that Dirac neutrino models can barely escape explaining the smallness of the neutrino mass, as the see-saw mechanism already does. In the case of
Dirac models, the neutrino mass scale is directly related to the Yukawa sca:le (see
eq. (4.11)). Thus the burden is to explain the size of the neutrino Yukawa coupling
compared to the size of other fermions' couplings in the SM. We will see shortly that
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indeed this is the very first question Dirac neutrino models assess, and that there
exist a number of models that do so successfully7 •
Moreover, it is often argued that including a Majorana mass for the RH neutrino
is more natural than excluding it, because there appears to be no need for reinforcing
lepton-number conservation, which is only an accidental symmetry of the SM. lt
can also be argued, however, that since the inclusion of a Majorana mass breaks the
lepton number symmetry that is not broken by a Dirac mass, a Majorana neutrino
can be considered less natural than a Dirac neutrino. Moreover conservation of B- L
would be in line with, for example, ideas of quark-lepton symmetry. Quark-lepton
symmetry is obviously not inherent to the SM, and taking it into account amounts
to forbidding a Majorana mass via new physics; this is the road many models follow.
To sum, Dirac neutrino mass models need tackle the question of why a Majorana
mass for the RH neutrino does not appear in the new model, most probably by
including a new symmetry that forbids it.
Finally the inclusion of new light degrees of freedom that is specific to Dirac
models8 incurs some additional cosmological constraints. The addition of new relativistic degrees of freedom in equilibrium at the time of BBN modifies the rate of
expansion of the Universe and in turn the moment at which the weak interactions
freeze,..out, which can have important consequences on the abundances of primordial
elements [88]. A careful study of this implies that only up to five 'effective' neutrinos
can exist if BBN is to be kept safe [17]. This effectively constrains the mixing of
light sterile neutrinos with the known active neutrinos. Thus, whether or not the
new Dirac sterile neutrinos can be consistent with BBN is highly model-dependent.

7 It

could be said as well that some incarnations of the see-saw mechanism have been effective

at explaining other aspects of neutrino physics than merely their mass [38). This is unfortunately
outside the scope of this work.
8 Some versions of the see-saw mechanism can accommodate light right-handed neutrinos [38,88],
but what we mean here is that specific to Dirac model is the necessity of some new light degrees
of freedom.
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Some Dirac neutrino models

There exist a number of Dirac neutrino models that address either all or most of
the questions we have just mentioned. Let us survey some of the most popular
possibilities for Dirac neutrinos (a short overview is given in [89]).
In theories with large extra dimensions, the SM particles propagate in the usual
(3 + 1) dimensions while the added right-handed neutrinos propagate also in the
added dimension(s). The resulting Yukawa coupling is suppressed due to the suppression of the overlap of the left-handed neutrino and Higgs wave functions and
the right-handed neutrino wave function. The suppression factor is linked to the
volume of the extra-dimensional space, and can be sufficiently small. Only (SM)
gauge singlets can propagate in the bulk, hence the mass suppression of neutrinos
alone. (See [38, 90] an.d references therein.)
Superstrings might also offer the possibility of models of small Dirac masses for
neutrinos, as in [91]; see [38] for a discussion.
Some exten.sions of left-right symmetrk models can produce small Dirac neutrin.o
masses by having them vanish at tree level but arise at one or two loop levels [92]
(and see [88] for an overview).
Finally SUGRA and SUSY breaking can provide a way to suppress the neutrino
mass in the Dirac case, as was noted by [93, 94] and others. This is reminiscent of
an idea suggested earlier by [95] in which instead it is the J,t-term of the Higgses that
is suppressed in this way. If the Dirac mass term of the neutrinos is, for some new
symmetry reason, prevented from appearing in. the superpotential, it might still be
allowed to appear in the Kahler potential. The Kahler potential is an additional
fun.ction of the chiral fields that appears within SUGRA. Within this potential
the neutrinos could interact with the hidden fields that are responsible for SUSYbreaking; in fact the Yukawa term, present in the Kahler potential, could obtain its
strength via this coupling to the SUSY-breaking field, and in such a case the effective
Yukawa coupling should be suppressed by m 3; 2 /M, where M is the SUSY-breaking
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s.cale and we recall that m 3; 2 is the gravitino mass9 . Especially interesting with
this approach is the fact that no new scale is necessary, as opposed to the see-saw
mechanism. Here the suppressing effect comes directly from SUSY-breaking, which
is necessary for completely different reasons, as we have seen in section 3.2.

9 We

remind the reader that, from eq.(3.35), the gravitino mass is m 3; 2

"'

(F}jMpt, which

altogether means the neutrino mass would be suppressed by a factor (F}j(MMpt). It would
disappear either when gravity is neglected or when SUSY is restored, consistent with its absence
from the superpotential.

Chapter 5
Dirac Right-Handed Sneutrinos in
the MSSM
Let us now discuss the very model we shall be using for studying the Dirac righthanded neutrino, its cosmology and the possibHity of leptogenesis. We wish to add
to the MSSM and right-handed neutrino superfield, but by only adding a Dirac
mass term and no Majorana mass. Here we discuss the superpotential that includes
such a term, along with additional soft-breaking term. We also discuss the left-right
mixing of the sneutrinos, the right-handed sneutrinos interactions, and its direct
detection possibilities should it be the main component of dark matter.

5.1

Addition of the Dirac superfield to the MSSM

We add to the MSSM a RH neutrino superfield N which is given a Dirac mass term
in the superpotential W, so that the part of the supetpotential that is of interest
here is

(5.1}
where Lis the left-handed (LH) slepton doublet, hu (resp. hd) is the up-type (resp.
down-type) Higgs field, and

en is the right-handed selectron field.
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tained from W and involving the RH sneutrino are:

(5.2)
We are also adding new

SUSY~breaking

terms

(5.3)
where a is a mass dimension trilinear coupling.

5.2

Mass mixing of the sneutrinos

Because of the presence of both a Yukawa term and a trilinear term fm the sneutrinos, left- and right-handed sneutrinos experience mass mixing, similarly to any
other sfermion in the MSSM [57]. This mass mixing is unrelated to tlle mass mixing
in the neutrino sector that would happen with the introduction of a Majorana mass.
Here what we have is a parely SUSY-breaking effect which affects only the scalar
neutrinos and occurs no matter what is the neutrino model used.

5.2.1

Parameterisation of the mixing

Let us consider what happens after the higgses have acquired vacuum expectation
values ( vev 's). Considering the mass terms in the Lagrangian:
~5.4)

where the higgses has been replaced by their vev's,
((h~),(h~))
((h~)

- (O,vsin.{J)

,(h;t)) - (vcos{J,O)

For simplicity we will consider in the remainder of this work the case tan fJ

(5.5)

>>

while a ,...., J.L, and thus will drop the J.L term. Reintroducing it is straightforward.

1
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To st-udy the mass mixing effect we need to diagonalise the following mass matrix

M

= (

m~

a* Av

a.Av

m'i

) ,

The mass eigenvalues are

(5.6)
Defining
M2

_ (m'i ;m~)

m2 _ ( m'i ; m1)
A2

(5.7)

a.Av

-

we have that in general the mass eigenvalues are

(5.8)
From now on we deal with the J,L-terms in the way mentioned in the previous section.
We are now left with obtaining the mass eigenstates; in the general case those
are

ii+ -

l,ii~l [A2z~Rc+(m2+v'(m2)2+(A2)2)vLJ

ii_ -

lii~l [ (m2 + y'(m2)2 + (A2)2) vn_c- A2vL]

(5.9)

with

(5.10)
We define the mixing angle () such that
( m2

cos() -

+ y'(m2)2 + (A2)2)

lii+l

sin() -

(5.11)

so that

ii_ -

cosOz/Rc_sinOh

(5.12)
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and conversely

ih -

cos Ov+ -sin Ov_

vR -

sin Ov~

+ cos Ov_ .

(5.13)

The mass eigenstate i/_ is taken to be the LSP; in the following we shall refer to
it as either the LSP or the RH sneutrin0 1 . In this parameterisation it is readily
observed that the larger m 2 compared to A2 , the more sterile the LSP is; at the
other extreme, the LSP becomes half right- and half left-handed sneutrino as A2
becomes much larger than m 2 • This allows us to identify two limiting cases:
1. m 2

>> A2 ,

2. m 2

«

'non-degen.erate' sneutrinos;

A2 , 'degenerate' sneutrinos.

Let us calculate the degree of degeneracy needed to reach the second case. Considering .A -

w- 13 ,

a = lOOGeV, we have that A 2

"'"'

10- 9 GeV 2 . Indeed mL and

m R have to be very degenerate for the second case to be reached. This is a very
important observation for the remainder 0f this work, that it is phenomenologically
natural for the sneutrinos to fall in the first category. A fair amount of :fine-tuning
is indeed necessary to obtain mL =F mn with the masses still falling in the second
case. Another, perhaps more natural possibility, would be to have a mechanism that
forces mL - mn. We shall come back to these questions later. For now, we look
more closely at each case:
1. N0n-degenerate sneutrin.os, m 2 ~ A 2

We should stress again that this is phen.omenologically the most natural case.
Masses:

(5.14)

1 Although

strictly speaking it is a mixture of RH and a very small contribution of LH sneutrino.
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Thus the left- and right-handed sneutrino masses are basically given by
their SUSY-breaking masses and the left-right mixing makes a negligible
contributien. Considering for example that mL,R, a, v are all of order
102GeV, with A 10~ 13 , then the added (A2/v'2m) 2 term is completely
I'V

negligible.
Mass eigenstates:

cos()

I'V

J(2m2)2 + (A2)2

sin()

A2

~

(5.15)

and the LSP is dominantly right-handed, with only a small active cornponent.
2. Degenerate sneutrinos, m 2

«: A 2

Masses:

m!

I'V

I'V

M 2± A2 =

mi- m2 ± A 2

mi ± A2

(5.16)

where in the first line we have used the definitions of M 2 and m 2 • This
shows that although we identified the mass degeneracy in the SUSYbreaking masses it translates directly to the physical masses of the sneutrinos.
Mass eigenstates:
I'V

2(A2)2 +2m2A 2

m2+A2

coslJ

I'V

sinB

~

J2(A2)2 +2m2 A2

A2

(5.17)

As the SUSY-breaking masses become more degenerate, the mass eigenstates tend to maximal mixing.
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Size of the xnixing

As we have mentioned that the 'degenerate' sneutrinos case is not the most natural,
we should also state what size of mixing is indeed natural in our model. The only
mixing parameter we are leaving completely free is the mass degeneracy parameter,
m 2 • It is difficult to pinpoint a precise value for the sneutrino masses that would
appear most natural or unexceptional, but let us consider for instance a RH sneutri.no
with mass lOOGeV and a LH sneutrino with mass 150GeV. In such a case the mass
degeneracy is
(5.18)
Using again as a indicative va:lue A 2 -=-

w- 9 GeV2 , we obtain that the natural value

for the mixing angle is a minute one (using eq.(5.15)):
sin fJ -:-

A2
y'(2m2)2 + (A2)2

~

8.0

X

10- 14

,

(5.19)

which is of the order of the Yukawa coupling (this can be seen directly from the
definitions of A 2 and m2 if we use sin(} rv A 2 /2m 2). So when we do not bias any
of the parameters in an.y particular direction, we obtain that the RH sneutrino is
almost completely sterile. For this reason we wiH often refer to our sneutrino model
as one of minimal mixing, or of our RH sneutrino as a minimally mixed sneutrino.
This is in comparison with models such as the one in [93]; indeed in this work
trilinear couplings are not proportional to Yukawas2 •

5.2.3

A remark

We should mention before continuing that left-to-right transitions in sneutrinos
could be in equilibrium before the higgses get vevs du.e for instance to four-point
interactions. We will see in chapter 6 that all the interactions that interchange leftand right-handed sneutrinos are out 0f equilibrium before the electroweak phase

2 See

our discussion in section 3.2, which would be equivalent to using here aA,....., lOOGeV rather

than simply a ,....., lOOGeV. Evidently in this case large left-right mixing can appear even in the
absence of lepton-number violation.
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transition. This is similar, though not identical, to what was noted by [3], namely
that Dirac neutrinos have a Yukawa coupling that is too small to allow left- and
right-handed neutrinos to equilibrate. Here we have the supersymmetric equivalent
of this statement. For the period before the electroweak phase transition, thus, we
have that the weak eigenstates are the mass eigenstates:

(5.20)

5.3

Interactions oft:he (mass eigenstate) RH sneutrino

From the previous section we have the following interactions for the mass-eigenstate
RH sneutrino:

5.3.1

Four-poiat interactions

As long as left-right mixing is out of equilibrium, four-point interactions for the
mass RH sneutrino are dh:ectly obtained from the F-terms of eq.(5.2):
(5.21)
Once the mixing is effective every four-point term now accounts f0r three different
interactions, only two of which involve the (mass) RH sneutrino . For instance the
first term of eq.(5.2) is now

and so on for the other four-point terms.

5.3.2

Sneutrino-higgsino-lepton interactions

These again come from the F-terms; without mixing they are simply
I"
J...,H
-

\

A

(-

VR

}{.-

+

- }{.-u 0 V£ )

u eL - VR

-

\- }{.- 0 c
AV£ u VR

(5.23)
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while when mixing is active they become

c-H,m-(5.24)

5.3.3

Sneutrino-higgs-sleptan interactions

These terms have two sources: the terms proportional to J-L that appears in the Fterms and the SUSY-breaking terms (eq.(5.3)). Again, without mixing they can be
read straightforwardly,
(5.25)
while when mixing is turned on,

(5.26)
where we only kept terms involving i/_. Eq.(5.26) will be important when we consider
the detection of the RH sneutrino LSP, as higgs exchange can be an important source
of interaction between WIMPs and nuclei.

5.3.4

Interactions with gauge bosons and gauginos

When left-right mixing is in equilibrium the gauge interactions of the (weak) LH
sneutrino are transferred in parts to the (mass) RH sneutrino. Following for instance [55], slepton-gaugino interactions are given by the following part of the full
renormalisable, supersymmetric Lagrangian:
Lgaugino-slepton =

-V2g2 [(l*t~l) wa + wta (ztt~l)]
-V291 [ (z•z) iJ + iJt (ztz)]

(5.27)
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while the gauge-slepton interactions stem from the covariant derivatives of the matter fields:
CClYIJ.der. =

(5.28)
Let us expand both eq.(5.27) and eq.(5.28) and extract the vertices involving the
LH sneutrino. Gaugino interactions are
Lgaugino-ih -

-v'2g2

[vLvLW 0 + v;,ew+ + h.c.]

-v'2g1

[v£vLB + h.c.]

,

(5.29)

which we can translate into interactions involving the (mass) RH sneutrino:
Lgaugino-i/_ =

y'2g2 sinO

[v:_vLW 0 - v_eW+ + h.c.]

v'2g1 sinB

[v_vLB + h.c.]

.

(5.30)

The gauge-slepton interactions stem from the following crossing terms:
Lgauge-slepton

-

Y2 [iif · W~. J*8
- J- + h.c. ] + 2
Y1 [i8l*
- Bp.l- + h.c. ]
-2
1
1

-

-

a

i~2 [a+w+,P.[* a)+ a-w-,P.[* 11-l + a3 W 3 ·P.[* a)]

+i~l [BP.[* a

i] .

(5.31)

After the electroweak symmetry breaking, gauge bosons mix such that
3

W
( B

)

(

-

cosOw sinOw) (Z)
~ sinOw cosOw
A '

(5.32)

the coupling constants being related through

e = Y2 sinOw -: YI cos Ow .

(5.33)

Expanding eq.(5.31) fully (we have dropped the summed J..t indices for clarity),
Lgauge-slepton

=

2
-ig
-.

v'2

+

(w+-•+---+aVL
e- w--·+---+a..,.
e
VL )

( 2 c~:ow) (ze*ae ~ zv;,avL) +ieAeae.

(5.34)
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Finally, using
M W --

!l1E.

2 '

M Z --

____fJ1!l__

2 COS 8w

and keeping only terms involving the LH sneutrino,

C9auge~ih

-

iJ2:w [w+vr Be+ w-e*

-

iMz

[z-· ~a _]

- - - . VL · V£
V

a

ilL]

,

(5.35)

which again will be transferred to the RH sneutrino when left-right contact is in
equilibrium:
-

iv'2Mw Sln
· o [w+-V_ ~a e-+w--·~a
-·]
e · V_
V

iMz . 2
---sm

o[z-

v~

~a-·]
v_

V

· oCOS o [z-V_ ~a-·]
+ iMz
~ - Sill
· V+ + z-·
V_ ~a V+

(5.36)

The interaction with the Z boson again will be important for direct detection as Z
exchange can be a leading channel of WIMP-nucleus interaction.

5.4

Direct detection of the RH sneutrino LSP

As we have introduced it the RH sneutrino has man.y of the essential characteristics of a dark matter candidate. We will discuss this possibility further in chapter
6. As many dark matter direct detection experiments have now started releasing
results (96-99], it is important to mention how our suggested dark matter candidate
interacts with ordinary matter.

5.4.1

Experiment principles and recent results

Direct detection experiments are all based on the same basic idea: if the dark matter
halo in our galaxy is a

co~lection

of WlMP's, then at any time the Earth should

be showered by a large number of them. WIMP's are expected to interact with
ordinary matter through elastic scattering with nuclei (or in fact quarks within the
nucleon) with a very low interaction rate due to their very small cross-section with
ordinary matter (hence their name- see chapter 2). Typical nuclear recoil energies
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are expected to be around 1 - lOOGeV [21], and typical rates around

w- 4 -

1 event

per day per kilo of target material [11] (although see next paragraph). At such low
recoil energies and rates, noise reduction becomes a major challenge. This is the
reason why direct dark matter detection experiments are conducted underground,
What differentiates the varim1s experiments is the way in which they measure the
nuclear recoil energy. CDMS-II [97] measures the change of temperature of a target
germanium (Ge) crystaL It does so by gluing a superconducting material (tungsten)
to the Ge crystal; the tungsten strip is kept just below its superconducting transition
temperature, and when the Ge crystal 'heats up' due to the recoil of one of its nuclei,
the temperature of the tungsteN strip rises above the transition temperature and the
tungsten stops being superconducting, thus causing a sudden change in its resistivity.
The DAMA/N al experiment [96] measure the ionization created by the nuclear recoil
within an Nal scintillator; the ionization light is collected in photomultiplicators,
and the signal is measured. Other experiments such as EDELWEISS or ZEPLIN
use similar techniques or a blend of them [98, 99].
As pointed out, the direct detection experiments have released results already.
Here we wi:li use as a guideLine the analysis of CDMS-II [97, 100], which gives experimental results as excluded regions in a WIMP-nucleon cross-section versus WIMP
mass plan. As pointed out by DAMA [96] this ana:lysis is model-dependent: indeed
it requires modelling of the speed distribution of WIMP's in the halo and of the
nuclear properties of the target. For our needs here however the advantage of this
analysis is that it relates directly the parameters of the models to the experiments,
thus allowing us to constrain the modeL As we will see in the next subsections the
interactions of RH sneutrino dark matter with nucleons is spin-independent as it
goes through either vector or scalar interactions [21]. The most constraining results
for WIMP-nucleon spin-independent cross..;section at the moment come from CDMS
(see fig.1 of [100], and fig.4 of [97]}: for a WIMP mass of lOOGeV the WIMP-nucleon
cross-section is constrained to be below "' 8 x 10~ 42 cm 2 , and this limit goes
about

rv

UJ!>

to

8 X ro- 40 cm2 for a WIMP mass of 10GeV. It is hoped that future upgrades

of CDMS could lower this detection threshold to 1

X

w- 45 cm2

[101].

Because of crossing symmetry, we expect a WlMP with a small annihilation
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rate to have a small detection rate via elastic scattering, and a WIMP with a large
anniMlation rate to have a large detection rate. The simple picture would be to
expect a certain size of annihilation rate to produce an amount of reHc WIMP
corresponding to the observed dark matter, and from this annihilation rate deduce
the expected detection rate [11] . In our work here we will deviate from this usual
picture in two ways. On the one hand, it wiU not always be the case that the observed
amount of dark matter will be equated with the relic density of our candidate. Indeed
as we will observe in chapters 6, 7 in the model at play RH sneutrinos seem to be
more naturally produced in the right amouBt when considering the possibility of
mattergenesis as the source of dark matter. In such a case the relic density has to
be low, either because the annihilation rate is very low or very large. We shall come
back later to the size of the annihilation rate of the RH sneutrino, but it suffices for
now to notice that once the constraiBt that the relic density must equate the observed
dark matter density is abandoned, the usual expected detection rate also has to be
given up. On the other hand, crossing symmetry only relates the annihilation rate to
the elastic scattering detection rate. For certain W'IMP candidates, and for the RH
sneutrino in particular, it is unclear whether the assumption that elastic scattering
dominates over iBelastic scattering holds throughout the parameter space.
Hence what we waBt to do here is simply relate the scatteriBg rate of the RH
sneutrino off ordinary matter with the parameters of our model, without assuming
aBy expected size for this rate.

5.4.2

Interaction with nucleon via higgs exchange

We take the general cross-section for an elastic scattering between the RH sneutrino

LSP and a nucleon via the exchange of a Higgs to be given by [11, 102, 103]
O'h,v_

where

~ m;ed X ~
X C;;_,h X Ch,nucleon X ( ~)
mh
Aa

(5.37)
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is the reduced mass of the RH
sneutrino-nucleon system;
is the nucleon mass;

mN
1

accounts for the higgs exchange;

ffli

is the (dimensionless) higgs-RH

Cv_,h

sneutrino coupling;
is the (dimensionless) higgs-nucleon

Ch,nucleon

coupling;
:F = ( (Aa- Za) -

(1- 4 sin2 Ow) Za) 2 is the coherent interaction factor [102]
which accounts for the structure of the
nuclei as seen by the interaction;
is the atomic mass of the target nucleus;
is the atomic number of the target nucleus.

We follow [102] in normalising the WIMP-nucleus cross-section with A~ to obtain
the WIMP-nucleon cross-section; this is to make our calculation comparable with
experimental data (for example [97]) and other calculations in the literature (for
instance [93]). This is valid for both scalar-type (which the higgs exchange is here)
and vector-type interactions (which is the case for the Z exchange of the next subsection).
There is large uncertainty on the value of Ch,nucleon due mainly to the uncertainty
in the quark content of the nucleon (see for example [104]). From [liD3, 104] we have
(5.38)
where we have included an indicative order of magnitude. In the model under
discussion here the higgs-RH sneutrino coupling stems from the JL-term in the superpotential and from SUSY-breaking terms, as obtained in eq.(5.26). Reading from
it we have that an elastic recoil via (up-type) higgs exchange has coupling
m~V=

_

}1(!)_ 26 a

2·2n

sm

17

cos2n17

m~v~

(5.39)
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The value of .X is d1:1e to the fact that we are considering a model of Dirac neutrinos,
and thus the Yukawa couplings need be small to explain the size of the neutrino mass.
What this impLies here is that direct detection via higgs exchange is impossible, no
matter the size of the LSP mass or of the mass mixing. From eq.(5.37)

where we've taken in the second line

F/A;

~ 10~ 1

as an indicative value (for

germanium, F /A~ ~ 0.3). This situation is a first example of a case where large
trilinear couplings would have irn.po:rtant consequences. As was noted in [93] (which
we mentioned in section 5.2), when considering trilinear couplings not suppressed
by the Yukawa (a.X "' lOOGeV), one obtains that the cross-section between RH
sneutrino and matter via higgs exchange is j1ust below threshold. This could be
an interesting situation, although as we will see many of the interesting aspects of
the cosmology of our RH sneutrino

~chapters

6 and 7) will indeed depend on small

left-right mixing.

5.4.3

Interaction with nucleus via Z exchange

The cross~section of our RH sneutrino with a nuclei via Z-exchange stems from terms
in eq.(5.35); for an unmixed sneutrino it is given by four times the cross-section for
a heavy neutrino-nuclei interaction via Z-exchange [11, 105]:
Uz,, =

4X

n;i;:

j; )' (~)

4
X (

(5.41)

where GF and sin Ow are the usual Standard Model parameters and the other parameters are as before. Here the cross-section for RH sneutrino elastic scattering
via Z exchange is simply the LH one with additional sin4 (} suppression (eq.(5.36) ):
= sin4 (} X m red ~F X
2

a

Z,e

27r

(F)
-

A~

(5.42)
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For small angles it is obvious that the suppression due to the mixing col:lld reduce
the cross-section down to a point where it becomes lower than detection limits. A
RH sneutrino of mass m_ - 100GeV has a cross-section that falls jl:lst below the
detection threshold of 8

X

w- 42

if the mixing angle is of order

w- 1 •

As sinfJ is

present at its fourth power, then a small change in mixing angle can rapidly render
the RH sneutrino completely undetectable by the direct detection experiments. As
we have mentioned in section (5.2.2), however, a natural mixing angle for this model
is around sin 8 "' 10- 13 , and as such we can expect that RH sneutrinos not too far
below detection thresholds will hardly he a possibility. We will come back to this
question in chapter 6.
Eq.(5.36) a:lso allows for an inelastic scattering with the nucleus which is ontly
suppressed by sin2 8. The possibility of direct detection of mixed sneutrino dark
matter via inelastic scattering has been suggested in [106] and studied further in
[107]. From a kinematic point of view a:n inelastic scattering (in our case f/_

---+

v+)

can only occur if
~=(m+~ m_)<

(J2m_mN

( ·
)'
2 m_+mN

(5.43)

where {3 is the velocity of the dark matter particle. This has two interesting consequences: an overall suppression of the signal as well as a difference in detection rate
between different target nuclei. For a given target nuclei, let us call Ci the inelastic
suppression factor. The cross-section for inelastic scattering of the RH sneutrino
with the nucleon via Z-exchange can then be given by
(5.44)
The relative importance of elastic and inelastic cross-sections is thus dependent
upon the relative sizes of the mixing angle and the inelastic suppression factor,
which in our model are related to one another. We will come back to discl:lssing the
detectability of RH sneutrino dark matter via elastic and inelastic Z exchange in
chapter 6.
In.elastic scattering also causes different target nuclei to have different lower limits
of detection. Let us compare ODMS and DAMA, as in [106]. The CDMS experiment
uses germanium (Ge, Aa = 73, Za = 32) as target nuclei; thus for a WIMP of mass
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m_ = lOOGeV, an inelastic scattering is only possible if the mass splitting 8 is

smaller than llkeV. DAMA uses iodine as target material (I, Aa = 127, Za =53)
an.d so again for a WIMP of mass lOOGeV the maximal mass splitting that allows for
inelastic scattering is 15keV. For a mass splitting larger than 15keV, neither DAMA
nor CDMS can. see inelastic scattering; for a mass splitting smaller than llkeV, both
can, although as the mass splitting is reduced to 8 « llkeV the scattering becomes
indistinguishab>le from an elastic scattering. If the mass splitting falls precisely
between 11 and 15keV, then the both experiments obtain fairly different results

3

.

Indeed this case is only interesting if at such a mass splitting, the inelastic detection
cross-section is comparable to the current experimental limits. Again we will delay
a discussion of this possibility to chapter 6.

3 The

precise analysis is somewhat more involved (it includes for instance the distribution of

velocities found in the halo of the galaxy), but this simple calculation will be enough for our needs
here.

Chapter 6

RH Sneutrino

L~SP

in the Early

Universe
We now turn to studying the behaviour of the newly introduced right-.handed (RH)
sneutrino in the early Universe. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the model
we are studying is one of minimal mixing between the active and sterile sneutrinos.
It is most likely then that the RH sneutrino will not attain thermal equilibrium. We

wm first st11dy whether it is possible for the RH sneutrino to attain equilibrium,
and if so, under which conditions. As we have discussed earlier, for mattergenesis
purposes having a non-thermal dark matter candidate facilitates model building,
and for this reason we want to verify how strongly non-thermal our candidate is, or
in other words, how easily the parameters involved in the model respect the possible
constraints arising from requiring the candidate to remain non-thermal.
Having settled this first question we can move to determining the relic density
of our candidate, considering it to be the LSP. Again we have mentioned in chapter
2 that mattergenesis requires the presence of a low relic density for the candidate.
While working on this thesis it was obtained by a different group [108) that indeed
the relic density can be low, although the converse is also possible. Here we repeat
this calculation and obtain compatible results. We discuss the constraints on the
model arising from requiring the relic density to be low.
Finally within the constraints obtained we can discuss the possibiHty of direct
detection of the RH sneutrino as our suggested dark matter candidate. Unsurpris. .
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in.gly we will obtain that direct detection is not possible if the can.didate is to respect
the constraints of non-thermalicity an.d low relic density.
The results obtained in this chapter have been publishea in [2].

6.1

Thermalisation of th.e RH sneutrino

We recall from chapter 2 that an interaction is effective in the early Universe if it
0ccurs with a rate

r

larger than the rate 0f expansion of the Universe, H = T 2 / Mp

where T is the temperature of the Universe and Mp is the Planck mass [4]. Thus
the RH sneutrino will reach equiliibrium if at least 0ne interaction 0f the type

v= + v:_

---+

anything

(6.1)

happens at a rate larger than the rate of the expansion of the Universe . Hen.ce t0
study therma1isation the criterion we will use here is simply that if a channel i of
the type eq.(6.1) has a rate

ri such that
(6.2)

then the channel does not allow thermalisation. Moreover if all possible channels
of the type eq.(6.1) respect the condition in eq.(6.2), then the RH sneutrino is a
non-thermal relic.
We wHl use the following simple assumptions to describe the conditions in the
early Universe: before the electroweak phase transition but after reheating, temperatures run between the reheating temperature 1
phase transition temperature

Tewpt

rv

TRH

rv

109 GeV and the electroweak

300GeV [18]. During these times SM par-

ticles are massless while we consider all their superpartners to be massive. After
the electroweak phase transition, the Universe cools down from
the temperature it has today, Tnow

1 We

I"V

3K

I"V

2, 58

X

w- 13 GeV.

Tewpt

rv

300GeV to

We consider all SM

take as an indicative reheating temperature one that would be large enough to evade the

gravitino pr0blem

[12~14].

Only reheating temperatures very much larger than this could alter our

results; see table (6.1). This is not a possibility we shall consider further.
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fermions to be 'suddenly' massive when T < Tewpt as for our needs this definition
of the electroweak phase transition will be sufficient. We will also consider the RH
sneutrino not to be degenerate in mass with any other particle enough to allow
coannihilations to be important [62].

6.1.1

Left-right equilibration before the electroweak phase
transition

Let us first decide whether the RH sneutrino is purely sterile or whether it has an
acti,ve part due to its mixing with the LH sneutrino. Left-right mixing would be in
equilibrium if at least one interaction of the type

vR + V£ ~ anything
had a rate

r > H.

(6.3)

Going back to section 5.3, we take in turn each of the interac-

tions that can lead to left-right equilibration. Among the four-point interactions in
section (5.3.1), we find one that mixes the left- and right-handed sneutrinos; for this
interaction the rate is

(6.4)
Imposing

r LR,4 to be smaller than the expansion rate means
T2
4
33
A T < Mp => 10- GeV < T.

(6.5)

Evidently this is true throughout the period before the electroweak transition, but
it is worth noticing straightaway that it is also true throughout the history of the
Universe, as even the temperature now is larger than 10- 33 GeV. This means that
no four-point interaction can cause thermal equilibration.
The interaction of the sneutrinos with the higgsino (section (5.3.2)) is another
channel that mixes the left- and right-handed sneutrinos. The left- and right-handed
sneutrinos can exchange a neutral higgsino and become a pair of ordinary neutrinos.
The rate of this interaction is
(6.6)
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for

r LR'H

to be smaller than H requires

(6.7)
This constraint is strongest when the temperature is at its highest. Before the
electroweak phase transition. the highest temperature we consider is the reheating
temperature Tnn; at this temperature the constraint is

(6.8)
which is evidently respected. So the higgsino exchange does not allow for left-right
equilibration.
The last possible channel for left-right exchange comes from the sneutrino-higgs
interaction of section (5.3.3); a left- and a right-handed sneutrino can turn into a
higgs which can then produce a pair of SM particles. The rate for this is
rLR,h "'

A2a2).2
T T

(6.9)

where AT is a 'typical' Yukawa coupling for an SM particle. Again imposing this
rate to be smaller than H means that
(6.10)
This is most constraining at a low temperature and large 'typical' Yukawa so let
us consider the electroweak phase transition temperatllre,

Tewpt "'

300 GeV and a

Yukawa of AT "' 1:

a< 1,6 x 106 GeV.

(6.11)

As long as we are considering a trilinear coupling A proportional to the Yukawa
with a "' m soft, it is clear that this constraint is always respected. Thus in our
model left- and right-handed sneutrinos can never equilibrate before the electroweak
phase transition. If we were considering a trilinear coupling not proportional to the
Yukawa, then left-right mixing would fast reach equilibrium. Interestingly, it had
been noticed earlier that left- and right-handed Dirac neutrinos cannot equilibrate
before the electroweak phase transition due to their small Yukawa coaplings [3];
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here we note that this observation can be extended to the supersyrnmetric case
as well, but is accommodated most easily by universal SUSY-breaking. We will
make use of this observation in chapter 7, where we wiH suggest a leptogenesis
(and mattergenesis) mechanism that is a supersymmetric extension of the model
suggested in [3].

6.1.2

Thermalisation before the electroweak phase transition

Now that we have concluded that the RH sneutrino does not have a LH part before
the electroweak phase transition, we know that the number of interactions that could
allow for its thermalisation is very limited. Follr-point interactions we already know
are not effective. The exchange of a charged (resp. neutral) Higgsino between a RH
sneutrino and an anti-RH sneutrino to form a pair of neutrinos (resp. a neutrino
and an electron) has the same rate as in eq.(6.6), so again we already know that
they cannot allow therrnalisation. The only channel left to investigate stems from
the sneutrino-higgs-slepton interaction. A RH sneutrino-anti-RH sneutrino pair can
exchange a LH sneutrino to create a higgs-anti-higgs pair. The rate for this exchange
is

(6.12)
It is smaller than the expansion rate if

(6.13)
which, at the electroweak phase transition temperature, is

· (}, · < 7.4

X

108

m vi.

(6.14)

which is certainly respected considering our previous comments.
Hence before the electroweak phase transition the RH sneutrino cannot tb.ermalise, and this because the size of its Yukawa and of the trilinear coupling are both
too small. More importantly perhaps, we also see that without mass mixing the RH
sneutrino is unable to therrnalise. The picture is fairly different when considering
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mass mixing, and thus we do expect the mixing angle to play the major role in
determining the thermalisation of the RH sneutrino.

6.1.3

Thermalisation after the electroweak phase transition

Again now we shmdd take in turn each type of interaction listed in section (5.3).,
construct an iNteraction of the type eq.(6.1), then verify if the corresponding rate
can be made larger than the rate of expansion of the Universe. We list the obtained
constraints in table 6.1. For each channel mentioned we state the corresponding rate,
then impose it to be smaller that H which turns into a temperature-dependent constraint; we finally use the most constraining temperature to obtain the constraints
on the parameters. The Feynmann diagram that corresponds to each channel is
shown in fig.(6.1)
Only few channels could allow for thermalisation. Constraints (a) through (f)
are either trivially respected, or respected due to the size of the triHnear coupling
we are using. This shows that indeed a very large trilinear coupling could make our
dark matter candidate change from a relic that is most naturally non-thermal to one
that would generally be thermal. Constraints (g) to (k) are the conditions we were
looking for: indeed what is implied is that if the mixing angle sin () is not kept roughly
of order sin() < 10~ 5 , then despite having only the trilinear coupling as a mixing
source the RH sneutrino would be mixed with its left-handed counterpart enough
to (at some point after the electroweak phase transition) reach thermal equilibrium.
We have obtained in the previous chapter that mixing angles m1:1ch smaller than
sin()
of

rv

msoft

10- 5 are to be expected in our model. For sneutrino masses of the order
but not degenerate, a mixing angle of the size of the Yukawa co1:1pling is

naturally obtained. Thus indeed the RH sneutrino in our model is most naturally
non-thermal. Let us verify the amount of mass degeneracy and/ or departure from
a universal trilinear coupling this is needed to obtain a mixing angle of order

w- 5 •
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T -<dependent constraint
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T -dependent constraint
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4
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v
m 4z
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0 0
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m4
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X
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Tewpt

So < 1.1

X

10-5

4
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5

T3

T3
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Tewpt
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so

2
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<
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X

10-11 GeV3
s40
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m4~

GeV- 1 ~

Tewpt
s4c4
0 0
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X ](!)-

4

Table 6.1: Processes that contribute to the annihilation of RH sneutrinos. We
impose each annihilation rate to be smaller than the expansion rate throughout the
period when they apply. The letters listed in the first column refer to fig. (6.1).
Four-points interactions are not included as they never allow thermalisation (see
text). See text for temperatures; Tc stands for the most constraining temperature.
The first two lines refer to the period before the electroweak phase transition; the
rest of the table is for the period after the electroweak phase transition. cos(} and
sin(} have been replaced by c0 and so respectively to lighten the table. In line (c) a
sin(} factor could have been used instead of the
already always evaded with only a

cos(}

cos,(}

one, but as the constraint is

factor, this is superfluous.
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(c)

(b)

(d)
(

(e)

(g)

(f)

(h)
(

(j)

(i)

(k)

Figure 6.1: The annihilation channels of the RH sneutrino. Time runs from left to
right; all incoming particles are pairs of RH sneutrino a:nd anti-RH sneutrino. (a) is
built from eq.(5.23); (b) from eq.(5.25); (c) from the 1st term of eq.(5.24); (d) from
the 1st term of eq.(5.26); (e) from the 2nd term of eq .. (5.26); (f) from the 3rd term
of eq.(5.26); (g) from 1st term of eq.(5.30); (h) from the 2nd term of eq.(5.30); (i)
from the 1st term of eq.(5.36); (j) from the 2nd term of eq.(5.36); (k) from the 3rd
term of eq.(5.36).
We go back once more to the definition of the mixing angle (eq.(5.11)}, :
A2
sinfJ =
2
(m2 + y'(m2)2 + (A2)2) + (A2)2

V

A2
::::} m2 -

A2
2(s1/2-s-1/2)::::} m2 ~2sinfJ
1

(6.15)
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where s = (1/ sin2 ()- 1) and between the second and third line we have used that
sin() ~ 1. Hence a mixing angle of sin() "'

w-s can be obtained when parameters

are such that

(6.16)
For a trilinear coupling such that A 2

"'

w- 9

(see chapter 5), only very degenerate

sneutrinos can give such a mixing angle. For a RH sneutrino of mass lOOGeV,
for instance, one would need a LH sneutrino of mass lOOGeV + 5eV to create the
right mixing angle. On the other hand, with non-degenerate sneutrinos of masses
m_ "' lOOGeV and m+ ~ 150GeV, only a trilinear coupling of order a"' 1010GeV
would create this mixing angle. Interestingly, this shows again that for an overall
trilinear coupling not propmtional to the Yukawa, a.A"' 102 GeV, which corresponds
here to a"' 1015 GeV; then thermal equilibrium would most likely be attained.
Thus the RH sneutrino as defined in our model is a non-thermal relic, as the
small interactions it possesses are too small to allow it to reach thermal equilibrium
with the plasma. Natural values of the parameters create a RH sneutrino that lies
very far from the mixing angle that would allow it to thermalise.

6.2

Relic density

Having settled that the RH sneutrino is non-thermal, we now turn to the calculation
of its relic density, considering it is tn.e LSP. As we have seen in chapter 3 the usual
treatment (see for example [11]) assumes the dark matter candidate to be thermal
and then obtains that the relic density is inversely proportional to the size of the
annihilation cross-section. Here we find ourselves in a fairly different situation: our
dark matter candidate being non-thermal, the annihilation processes do not decide
of the relic density; rather it is the decay channels that take this role. For this reason,
we start back from the Boltzmann equation and go on to solve it using numerical
methods.
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Boltzmann equation

Let us recall our comments in chapter 2 about the Boltzmann equation. The relic
deasity of a particle species present in the early Universe is given by the Boltzmann
equation in an expanding Universe [4, 109]. Coasider particle 1 with a number
density n which can only be changed via the interaction 1+2

~

3+4; the Boltzmann

equation states that

n+3Hn=

C

-

J

3

d

pl
3

(21r) 2E1
4
X (27r) 84 (PI

x

J

J

3

d p2
(21r) 3 2E2

+ P2 -

3
p3
3

d

(27r) 2E3

J

3

d p4
(21r) 3 2E4

P3 - P4)

(IM.-1 2 hh(1 ± !1){1 ±h)- IM-=-1 2 !Ih(1 ± h)(1 ± nJ>)17)

where M-=- and M __ stand for the matrix element square for the processes 1+2

+---

3+4

and 1 + 2 ~ 3 + 4, respectively, aad the fi are distribution functions. For particles
in equ.ilibrium one can use the Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein distribu.tion functions,
respectively
1
j =

e(E-1')/T

±1

(6.18)

The term involving the Rubble constant H takes into account the dilution of the
number density coming from the Universe expansion. In the study of dark matter
candidates the density parameter Q is of more interest than the actua:l number
density

~see

chapter 2). The density parameter can be expressed as

n = PDM/s.
Pcrit/ S

(6.19)

To turn the Boltzmann equation from an equation on the number density to an
equation on the density parameter, we use the yield variable Y (eg. [108])2. It is
defined as

(6.20)

2

A similar calculation was performed in [1'08], to which we will come back later. We use a

formulation similar to the one used there to facilitate comparison (see section 6.2.3)
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where s ,. . ., T 3 is the total entropy density of the Universe. The density parameter
can then be expressed as
_ mv'RY

OvM =

,

(6.21)

10- 9 GeV .

(6.22)

/

Pcrit S

where the critical density now is (see table 2.2)
Pcrit =

s

Using that H =

-T/T,

3.6h2

X

the B0ltzmann equation can be turned into:
Tmax

Y(T) =

1
T

C
~dT.

(6.23)

sHT

This is the version of the Boltzmann equation. that we sha}il use to obtain numerical
results for the relic density.

6.2.2

Relic density of the RH sneutrino

The RH sneutrino is non-thermal because, as we have seen, its annihilation rate is
always smaller than the rate of the expansion of the Universe. For this reason it is
mainly decays and inverse decays that affect its relic density. Here 3-point decays
x---+ y

+ vR.,

dominate largely (see sections

~5.3)

and (6.1); the 4-point interactions

have rates only proportional to the fourth power of the Yukawa). Re-expressing the
Boltzmann equation in this case, n.eglecting in.verse decays:
Y(T) =

1

Tmax """'

T

C

_LJ_i_i dT

,

sHT

~6.24)

d3 px
d3 py
d3 p
(21r )3 2Ex (21r )32Ey (21r )3 2E

{27r) 4 154 (Px- Py- P) 1Mil 2 {1 ±J) (1 ± fu) fx

(6.25)

For x and y we will use the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximati0n,

(6.26)
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For relativistic species at equilibirum (which we will consider x and y to be for now;
we will come back later to this assumption), this is straightfmward and has only
smaU quantitative effects (see [4]). For the RH sneutrino, we use

1±/

1.

~

(6.27)

since as a starting point we consider no RH sneutrinos to be present. Both this
assumption and the aeglect of inverse decays are consistent with the assumption
that we start in a situation where no large amounts of RH sneutrinos exist. We
will assume for now that inflation has erased any RH sneutrino relic density, much
as is the case of gravitinos. We aow need to rewrite the Boltzmann equation in
a fashion that can more readily be integrated numerically. First, using the above
approximations and integrating everything that can be integrated straightforwardly,
we obtain for eq.(6.25)
Ci =

~

3

{ {

( 27r) }}

ExEVIP7c- P1 +m~

1Mil 2fx

2

8 (Ex - E -

3

d pxd p · ·

VIP7c - fi1 2+

m;)

(6.28)

( 27r)

/r {{ExEVIP7c- IP1P1 +m~ 1Mii21P121P7cl

8 (Ex

- E - VIP7c - fi1 2+

..

~

3

d (cosO) d

dEx

fx

2

}}

m;) .

In the fust line we have integrated over Py using the delta function over momenta;
in the second line we have integrated over free angles and have changed one of the
integration variables from

IP7cl

to

Ex.

What we are left to deal with now is the

delta function over energies, which we should solve for either one of the integration
variables and then use to integrate. Here we will integrate the
us determine the expression replacing

IP1

IP1 variable first.

Let

once the integra:! over it has been done
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asing the delta function over energies. IP1 will be such that it respects

Ex -E-Ey -

3

:

0

(6.29)
With a bit of algebra and using conservation of momentum, this can be rewritten
as
p2 (P! cos28- p;- m;)+ p (cpx cos8) + (

~-

m 2p;

~ m2m;)

(6.30)

= 0

where we have defined c =m; +m 2 ~m;. This allows us to sohre for pas a function
of Px and cos 0:
p=

-cp cos 8±
X

.

J c2p 2 cos2 8~4 (cos2 8p2 -

p X2 - m X2) (c2/4- m 2p.X2 -m2m X2) (6.31)
2p2
cos2() - p2X - m2X
- X

X

.

..

..

X

Ensuring that the inside of the square root doesn't become negative relates the two
remaining variables in the following way 4 •

:

c
mx <ex< 2m'

where obviously

c
2m <ex< oo,

(6.32)

e; = p; +m;.

This simply states that at very high incoming

energies, the angle at which the right-handed sneutrino is emitted is focused along
the line of incoming momentum.
Altogether the Ci terms are reduced to:
Ci =

_4_

(2·nl

Jrf
J

.

2 2
d(cos8)dExi·Mii IP1 IP-;Ifx

ExVIP12 + m2VIPxi'J. + IP12

·.·

..

~ 2lp-;IIP1 cos(}+ m~

(6.33)

where IP1 is replaced everywhere by the expression in eq.(6.31) and Px is related to

Ex in the obvious way. With this now we are in a position to solve the Boltzmann
equation for the relic density of the RH sneutrino. The channels that enter the
Boltzmann equation are l·isted in fig. (6.2), along with their matrix element.

3

In the following we will use p, Px for

IP1, IP-;1,

as there can be no confusion that we are only

dealing with 3-vectors lengths here and not 4-vectors.
4 It is always possible for mx to be greater than c/2m, in which case the first line of eq.(6.32)
doesn't apply, and only the second line is relevant
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IMI 2 =

2M 2 sin 2 (}

"£2

[
=

(Pv"R +PI)' (Pv"R +PI)

+ J2w (Pv"R +Pi) · Pw (Pv"R +PI) · Pw ]

Figure 6.2: Decay channels that produce the RH sneutrino with their matrix element. In the second line we have only included one example of the channels that
arise from equations (5.30) and (5.36) respectively.

6.2.3

Resuilts of the numerical integration

We have solved eq.{6.24) with eq.(6.33) for a number of sets of parameters that
respect the non-thermalisation constraints obtained in section 6.1. The results are
presented in table (6.2). What we obtain is that if the RH sneutrino masses are not
degenerate and/ or if the trilinear coupling is not much larger than the soft scale, then
the obtained relic density is much smaller than the observed dark matter density. It
is possible with some degree of mass degeneracy, coupled with an increase in the trilinear coupling, to obtain a large relic density, and even overdose the Universe. This
picture confirms results obtained by [108]. We should mention that [108] considered
a model in which the electrowea.k phase transition is slowly 'turned-on', while we
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a

m;;L

m;;R

mil

sinO

nrelic

100

150

100

1000

8.0 x 10- 14

2 x 10-2

2000

300

1

1000

2.2 x 10- 13

3 x 10- 3

100

3(i)0

1

1000

1.1 x 10- 14

3 x 10- 5

100

H)(i)

1

1000

1.0 x 10- 13

2 x 10-4

100

50

1

1000

4.o x 10- 13

2 x 10-3

100

30(i)

100

1000

1.3

X lQ-14

3 x 10-3

1000

300

l(i)O

1000

1.3 x 10- 13

8 x 10- 1

100

120

l!(i)O

1000

2.3 x 10- 13

1 x 10- 1

300

120

l!(i)O

1000

6.8 x 10- 13

1 X 10°

Table 6.2: Various set of parameters and the relic density they generate. All masses
are in GeV. We have also iRcluded the mixiRg angle corresponding to each set of
parameters. In the first line are the parameters used to obtain the 'typical' mixing
angle of section (5.2.2). The third line corresponds to the mattergenesis model that
we will present in chapter 7.
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have considered the transition to be completely sudden. They thus obtain slightly
smaller relic densities throughout; for instance for sneutrino masses of lOB, 120GeV,
they would need a trilinear coupling of 300GeV to obtain the observed dark matter
density, while in our numerical simulation this set of parameters slightly overshoots
this density. The same group has recently updated their numerical simulation to
include additional thermal effects [ll!O] and has obtained that they further reduce
the relic density, rendering the parameter tuning necessary to obtain a sizeable relic
density much finer.
We had obtained earlier that indeed the most natural case for the RH sneutrinos
is to be n.on-therma:l relics. Our conclusion concerning their relic density is not
as clear-cut, although we observe that the tendency seems to be towards low relk
densities; as we have just mentioned, this tendency seems to be further enhanced by
the inclusion of additional thermal effects [110]. For the purpose of mattergenesis,
this implies that there is a sizeable parameter space where mattergenesis :remains a
possibility.

6.3

Evolution after the MSSM-LSP freeze-out

We have considered up to now times when the other particles involved in creating
the RH sneutrino relic density are in thermal equilibrium. They will eventually
freeze-out, and since none of them is the LSP in our model, the next-to-lig.htest
supersymmetric particle or NLSP (or MSSM-LSP) will a;lso eventually decay into
the RH sneutrino.
A few points need be considered in this picture. First we should verify if indeed
it is the case that the particles involved remain in thermal equilibrium until the relic
density of the RH sneutrino has :reached its final value. We have plotted the ev0lution
of the relic density for one of the models of table 6.2 in figure 6.3. Considering that a
typical MSSM superpartner can be expected to freeze-out at around a temperature
ofT rv m/20 (see chapter 3), then we see that indeed the simplifying approximation

in the previous section (where we considered the other particles inv0lved to be
in equilibrium) is indeed valid. Thus we can also safely consider that indeed the
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Qrelic
0.00003
0.000025
0.00002
0.000015
0.00001
5. 1:0-6
_--::,...-......,=----~~"7"~:::---:!!-+--~ Log ( T) ( GeV)
2
1
1 2 3

Figure 6.3: Evolution of the RH sneutri11o relic density as a function of temperature
(time running backwards). The parameters that have been used here are the ones
in the sixth line of table 6.2. The next-to-LSP will freeze-0ut at around typically
mNLSP/20, at which point the RH sneutrino relic density has already reached its

final value. Some time after the NLSP freeze-out the NLSP relic density will be
'dumped' into a RH sneutrino one, thus adding a 'step' to this plot (see text). This
behaviour is also typical of other models in table 6.2 which yield low relic density.
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additional RH sneutrino density coming from the MSSM-LSP will simply be added
on top of what we have obtained in the previo1:1s section.

6.3.1

BBN constraints

Following this we need asking two more questions: when does the (out-of-equilibrium) decay of the MSSM-LSP to the RH sneutrino happens, and how much RH
sneutrinos are created in this way. It turns out that these two questions are related.
Let

llS

evaluate the Lifetime of a neutralino in our model; from eq.(5.30) we have

that the rate for a neutral gaugino G (either a W 0 or a B 0 , as they mix) to decay
into a RH sne1:1trino and a neutrino is (see also [110])
29 sin2 Bma
r c=Tc_1 r v
----

(6.34)

327r

where 9 is either 91 or 92 depending on the gaugino and the 327r factor is a kinematics
factor. For a mixing angle of the order the Yukawa coupling the lifetime of the
ne1:1tralino5 is of the order Tx "' t0 2sec. Thus the decay certainly happens long after
the MSSM-LSP freeze-out which means the simple picture of the usual MSSM,.
LSP relic density being d1:1mped into a RH sneutrino relic density can be used.
What is more troubling however is that at this moment big-bang nucleosynthesis
has already started, and thus we should make sure that we do not spoil its

success~

The·effect of late decays on BBN is well documented in the literature [16,111-118].
The abundances of the primordial elements as created by standard BBN could be
modified by the decay products of the late decaying particle, either through the
additional creation of elements or by their dissociation. Evidently if the unstable
particle is in small enough number, then the effect of its late decay might be small
enough not to be in conflict with standard BBN; hence in our model requiring BBN
not to be modified can be effectively translated in a constraint on the relic density of
the MSSM-LSP [16, 118]. Using eq.(6.34) we can see that the models we have been
considering (table 6.2) generate lifetimes for the MSSM-LSP between approximately

5 We

remark that the coupling of the higgsino is proportional to the Yukawa coupling, eq.(5.24),

and thus our order-of-magnitude estimate goes also for the higgsino part of the neutralino.
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10 and 104 sec. At these lifetimes the strongest constraint comes from the density of
6

Li [118]. It is evident that if we assume the MSSM-LSP to have a very small relic

density compared to the observed dark matter density, then we are avoiding the BBN
problem altogether. Although this is has the potential to be a fairly constraining
assumption, it is the one we will make for the remainder of this work; to understand
why we need go back to our previous comment on mattergenesis.

6.3.2

Small MSSM-LSP relic density

As we have mentioned many times, one of the necessary conditions for mattergenesis
mechanisms to be possible is the absence of a sizeable relic density for the dark
matter candidate. If we want the overall relic density to be kept sma:ll, as to allow
for mattergenesis, we need for the additional RH sneutrinos coming from the decay
of the out-of-equilibrium MSSM-LSP to come in small numbers. This is the one
thing small Yukawas give no protection against: dumping of large amounts of RH
sneutFino by the decay of a MSSM-LSP that would happen to have a relic density
comparable to the observed dark matter density. More generally any mattergenesis
scenario has to assess the question of MSSM-LSP dark matter, because if indeed the
MSSM with R-parity is a reaHty, then the LSP is necessarily a source of dark matter.
So, without considering BBN constraints, from a mattergenesis point of view the
requirement of a small MSSM-LSP relic arises by itself. As it also happens to be
one way of making the model consistent with BBN, it is the assumption we decide
to take. The main differences between our study and the one suggested by [108, 110]
is that in [110] the goal is to obtain the correct amount of RH sneutrino dark matter
directly from the relic density; for this reason they are investigating possibilities for a
sizeable dumping of RH sneutrino from the MSSM-LSP, all within BBN constraints.
This is the opposite goal to what we are pursuing.
In the common assumption of neutralino dark matter with a relic density corresponding to the observed dark matter one, parameter regions where the relic density
is very low are considered 'forbidden' regions and are thus the focus of much less
work than other parameter space regions. In such a case what we would need here is
to study the MSSM parameter space regions where the MSSM-LSP has a very low
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relic density, and verify whether these regions are consistent with universal SUSYbreakiBg, as we have been using, and whether in these regions a RH sneutrino as
the overall LSP is possible. Such a study is unfortunately beyond the scope of this
work. We should mentioB however that it has been noted previously that a Beutralino with a low relic deBsity is not ruled out, and might be natural in some regions
of the parameter space [63]. Again, it remaiBs to be verified whether these cases of
small MSSM-LSP relic are compatible with our model. However such a thorough
study would only be justified if in the fust place a strong enough case is made for
the RH sneutrino dark matter produced by mattergenesis; this is what this work is
concerned with·.

6.4

Direct detection prospects

We are now in a position to realistically evaluate the detection prospects of RH
sneutrino dark matter through the direct detection channels meBtioned in chapter 5.
We have obtained in section (5.4.3) that any mixing aBgle smaller than sin()

rv

w-l

evades the present constraints coming from direct detection experiments, considering
elastic scattering. From table (6.2) it is evident that the models we have studied lie
far from the detection threshold, especially when we remember that the cross-sectioB
for an elastic scattering with the nucleus via Z-exchange depends on the fourth
power of the mixing angle (eq.(5.42)). Considering a mixing angle that is twelve
order of magnitades smaller than the highest mbdng angle a:Llowed by experiment
this means that we are looking at a cross-section 48 orders of magnitude smaller
than the detection threshold. It is obvious as well that even if we were in a position
where inelastic scattedng were not suppressed (which is not the case) then even
the sin2 () suppression would be large enough to hide the RH sneutrino from any
direct detection experiment.

Definitely in the cases we have considered we are

faced with a dark matter candidate that cannot be detected by direct detection
experiments. A mixing angle of sin()

rv

10~ 1 ,

we should also notice, creates large

enough interactions to allow therma1isation of our caBdidate. Thus it is clear that
a detectable RH position that is phenomenologically very much different from the
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one we are studying here

6.5

Discussion

Let us dress an overview of what we have gathered about the RH sneutrino char,..
acteristics in the early Universe. First we have obtained that in our model it is a
non-thermal relic. A departure from this result would mainly be allowed by very
large (non-umversal) trilinear coupling, which is a possibility we have decided to
leave out of this work; some mention of this possibility has appeared in [93]. Next
we have studied the relic density of this non.-thermal relic, and have obtained that
both large and negligible amounts can be obtained, though a small relic den.sity is
more generally obtained as it requires no tuning of the parameters. This result is
seemingly enforced by the inclusion of thermal effects [110]. We have also obtained
that indeed BBN adds a constrain.t on the model, and the means we have decided to
use to avoid it is to assume a low relic density for the MSSM-LSP. This assumption
also implies that if a small relic density is obtained by equilibrium decays, it is not
enhanced by the out-of-equilibrium decay of the MSSM-LSP. With all this at hand
we can conclude that the RN sneutrino is an interesting dark matter candidate especially within the context of mattergenesis. Adding to the study of this chapter,
there are a number of open questions or additional points that it is interesting to
discuss.
First, it is worth mentioning that within the MSSM, dark matter candidates with
small relic density possibly exist, though they would n.ot be most appropriate for
mattergenesis. Depending on the exact mixture composing the neutralino, the obtained relic density can be small [63]. However such relics are evidently thermal; this
would necessitate the use of a late--decay time of mattergenesis. In the MSSM there
is in fact no candidate with weak enough interactions to be non-thermal, which in
turn implies that mattergenesis might not be a possibility within. the MSSM, except
using a late-decay type of mechanim. Once we add a RH (s)neutrino superfield to
the MSSM, we have seen that such a candidate arises and that in turn mattergenesis
becomes very much a possibility. Moreover, adding this superfield does not create
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the apparition of lepton~number violation, and no other, 'exotic' fields are added. If
this model allows for mattergenesis, then we have a fairly minimal extension of the
MSSM in which we have a tentative explanation f0r the ratio of matter deNsities.
We will discuss such a possible model in the next chapter.
Let us now recall the assumptions we have made for obtaining the (small) relic
density of our candidate. We have assumed that inflation has erased any amount
of RH sneutrino, and in turn this has allowed us to assume that inverse decays are
negligible and that indeed the distribution function is small (1 ±

f

~

1, section

6.2.2). Those assumptions evidently simplify the numerical calculations. With this
we effectively obtain that the relic density in itself is not a sizeable source of

RH

sneutrinos and that the processes which usually affect most greatly the candidate
density (annihilation and creation processes) are small. Two important notices are
in order. First, it is most likely that, as is the case with the gravitino, it would be
possible to erase the RH sneutrino during inflation, though it is possib>le that some
parameters of the model might need to be constrained for this to happen. Secondly,
once we are looking at adding externally (via mattergenesis) some amount of RH
sneutrinos, knowing the relic density to be small and annihilation/ creation. processes
to be inefficient means we are free to create large amounts without fearing overcl<:>sure
or sizeable reprocessing. It is not impossible that the simplifying assumptions that
inverse decays and the distribution function are small could need reconsidering once
large amounts of dark matter are added, especially iB the case of RH sneutrinos
produced as coherent oscillations, which we wiH consider in chapter 7. This implies
that some reprocessing might still happen. These questions, however, can only arise
once we have determined that the relic density in itself is small, which we have just
done, and once also a possible mattergenesis mechanism has been identified. The
next chapter is concerned with introducing such a mechanism. A following chapter
could have dealt with the questions we have just risen, but constraints of time force
us to leave this to future work.
As a final remark let us discuss briefly the possibility of larger left-right sneutrino
mixing. As we have seen a much larger trilinear coupling leads to potentially thermal
sneutrinos. Strictly for dark matter purposes (outside mattergenesis) this can be
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interesting, especiaHy since in such a case the RH sneutrino might be detectable.
The phenomenology of sneutrinos with large trilinear coupling has been studied
in [93], wllere both the cases of Dirac and Majorana (s)neutrinos where discussed.
A mattergenesis mechanism within this model has also been mentioned in [52].
Closer to our analysis would be the possibility of large left-right mixing due to
mass degeneracy between left- and right-handed sneutrinos. Potentially interesting
phenomenology could emerge: the RH sneutrino would be a thermal relic with a
relic density very much dictated by coannihilations with the LH sneutrino, and direct
detection would be conceiva:ble, either via elastic or inelastic recoiil. However the
tuning of the masses necessary for this possibility appears unnaturally fine.

Chapter 7
AfHeck-Dine neutrinogenesis
7.1

Leptogenesis, Neutrinogenes:is and AD Mechanism

Within the context of any Dirac neutrino model such as the one we are studying
here, the question of the origin of the baryon asymmetry is paramount. Indeed,
as mentioned in the introduction, the popular leptogenesis scenario of (35] requires
lepton-number violation. Let us review the argument. In the Standard Model the

B + L number is not conserved at the very high temperatures present in the early
Universe (32]. At temperatures roughly higher than the electroweak phase transition temperature, (B+L)-violating anomalous 'sphalerons' transitions are indeed in
equilibrium (18,32]. In the originalleptogenesis scenario (35] (or 'Majorana leptogenesis' (38]), an added Majorana mass for the neutrinos is the source of lepton-number
violation which allows for the creation of a net lepton number for the Universe (note
that a similar baryon-number violation source is absent). In turn the sphalerons
transfer the net lepton number into the observed baryon number of the Universe.
Thus, when coupled with the see-saw mechanism, the possibility of Majorana leptogenesis offers an interesting picture for neutrinos and their link to early Universe
physics.
This scenario obviously necessitates a source of lepton-number violation; indeed
what it does is to transfer the problem of directly creating a net baryon number to
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directly creating a net lepton number, and relating the two via sphalerons. Hence
when considering Dkac neutrinos as we do here, one necessarily has to suggest an
alternative to leptogenesis where it is p0ssible to create the 0bserved baryon number
either without appealing to lepton number violation at all, or else by inventing a
new source of lepton number violation1 . As we have discassed in chapter 4, the
conservation of lepton number even in the presence of neutrino masses is very mach
a possibility, and in that sense establishing that there exist leptogenesis models that
function with0ut lepton number violation is important. Here indeed we suggest a
scenario that generates the baryon number of the Universe in the complete absence
of lepton number violation.

7 .1.1

N eutrinogenesis in the Standard Model and i:n the
MSSM

A lepton-number con.serving 'leptogenesis' mechanism was suggested a few years
ago [3] within the SM + Dirac neutrinos. The suggested alternative to creating a net
lepton number relies on the observation that sphalerons only act on the left-handed
sector of the SM, leaving the right-handed sector unaffected. Thus what really is
n.ecessary for a leptogenesis-type of mechanism is the creation 0f a lepton. number in
the left-handed sector; whether the left-handed lepton number is a net overall lepton
number or whether it is compensated by an. equivalent lepton number in the righthanded sector is of no importance. This distinction is however irrelevant for SM
particles (and neutrinos with large Majorana masses)., since left-right equilibration
processes are in equilibrium for all of them in the early Universe. In [3], it was
noticed that Dirac neutrinos with a Yukawa coupling AsM such that AsM < 10- 8
do not allow fast left-right equilibration, and in.deed for pure Dirac neutrinos this
condition is easily respected. This implies that if a 'left-right asymmetry' (or a
net number of left-handed neutrinos compensated by an equal net number of anti-

. 1 Although

.in such a case it would become fairly unnatural to have lepton number violation

present somewhere in the model, yet absent in the neutrino sector.
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right-handed neutrinos) can be created in the neutrino sector, then it will not be
erased. Looking in the left-handed sector alone, as the sphalerons do, this would
appear as a net lepton number, and then the usual course of leptogenesis would
follow. The final ingredient is a way to create this asymmetry; in [3] this was done
by adding to the SM a heavy Higgs-1ike doublet whose decay creates the asymmetry.
The 'leptogenesis without lepton number violation' mechanism of [3] is sometimes
referred to as neutrinogenesis, a term we wil[ use in this work.

I Decay of exotic field I

V

V

L

R

sphalerons

B

Figure 7.1: Overview of the neutrinogenesis mechanism suggested in [3]. As long
as the Yukawa coupling of the Dirac neutrinos is small enough, the left- and righthanded neutrirws do not equilibrate, and thus the asymmetry created by the added
field is not destroyed. The sphalerons see a net lepton number, as they are blind to
the right-handed sector. As menti<med, a supersymmetrisation of this could possibly
have dark matter on its right-handed side instead of right-handed neutrinos.

As we have seen in chapter 6, a

Dir~

RH sneutrino of the type we are study-
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ing does not equilibrate with its left-handed counterpart, fulfilling the conditien for
neutrinogenesis to be possible2 • It is interesting in turn to ask whether there exists a possible mechanism outside the straightforward supersymmetrisation of [3],
and whether a SUSY version of [3] could allow a possibly more satisfying way of
generating the left-right asymmetry than the addition of an exotic field. Specific
to supersymmetric theories is the existence of flat directions, which can be used to
generate net quantum n11mbers, as first propsed by Aflleck and Dine for baryogenesis
(the Affi.eck-Dine mechanism) [119].. This is the road we shall follow.
Let us outline the basics of the Affi.eck-Dine (AD) mechanism for baryogenesis.
The AD mechanism makes use ef the fact that supersymmetric theories such as the
MSSM generally have a number of flat directi<:ms, which are directions in field space
along which the supersymmetric scalar potential vanishes. When SUSY-breaking
terms are added, the potential generally becomes non-zero, or as it is common to
say, the flat direction is 'lifted'. Due to SUSY-breaking a minimum in the potential
can develop, and can be far away from the origin, and the fields that make up the
flat directien (or AD fields) can end up in such a minimum. During inflaton-matter
domination and subsequently, the minimum of the potential evolves with time (for
reasons that will become obvioas shortly), and so do the AD fields. This evolution
can lead to the AD field condensate acquiring a large quantum number; in the
original work it is a baryon number, if the AD fields themselves carry a bary<!m
charge. In the following we will use two flat directions of the MSSM+iiR, Lhu and

iiR_, hut will generate a left-right asymmetry in the sneutrino sector, in contrast to
the original AD mechanism. As we go along the chapter we shall explain in more
details the workings of the AD mechanism as we use it, and compare it to its more
common version.
We should note that up to now we have not yet mentioned the creation of dark
matter in (supersymmetric) neutrinogenesis. Indeed the creation of a large amount
of RH sneutrinos will in some way come as a bon11s in our suggested mechanism,

2

Note that we are now talking of sneutrinos in the MSSM, while (3] is concerned with neutrinos

in the SM.
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although we can see hints of such a thing happening already. Indeed in [3) the baryon
number is compensated by a lepton number 'hidden' in Dirac ne1:1trinos; once this
is supersymmetrised, one can wonder about the fate of this lepton number, and
whether the particles holding it 'hidden' could be related to dark matter in some
way.
The rest of the chapter is as foHows: :first we will introduce the flat directions we
shall be using, and investigate the potential taat affects our chosen AD fields. Then
in section 7.3 we study the dynamics of our fields and its relation to the generation
of the left-right asymmetry. Finally we explain aow the neutrinogenesis mecaanism
works as a whole, and how it can become a mattergenesis mechanism. In various
places in this chapter we shall refer to the work of [120); it is a general, non modelspecific analysis of the AD mechanism with early Universe SUSY-breaking (which
we will explain later).

7.2

7.2.1

Two flat directioas of the MSSM+vR: Lhu and

Flat directions in the MSSM

Flat directions are directions in scalar field space along which the scalar potential
vanishes. Our first task is to identify flat directions in our superpotential that could
be of use in generating an asymmetry in the sneutrino sector. Flat directions in
the MSSM have been studied earlier [120) and [55) and a number ofF- and D-flat
directions have been identified3 • Relevant to our work is the Lhu direction, which
involves the left-handed sneutrino. This direction is flat up to the contribution of
the J,t-term, which we have mentioned before. The J.L parameter is however of the
weak scale, as are the soft-breaking terms. As we will see shortly, the contribution
to the scalar potential of the soft-brealdng terms will play a very important part

3 An

F-ftat (resp. D-ftat) direction is a direction along which at least the F part (resp. D part)

of the scalar potential vanishes.
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in the mechanism. Since the J.L-term contribation is at most as large as the softterm contribution, and since we will keep track of their effects, we drop the J.L term
altogether, in line with the previous chapters.
As we have seen in chapter 3 the scalar potential is composed ofF-terms and
D-terms [55]:

vs~~ L 1::.1' ~ ~ L:o~ (4>;1",;;4>;)'
'

(7.1)

a

where a runs over the three gauge groups and

ra are the gauge group generators.

The MSSM superpotential, in terms of scalar fields, is given by [55, 56]

(7.2)
as we had mentioned in section 3.1.2. lt is obvious from the superpotential that there
exist many F-flat direction; we gain more interesting information by noticing what
cannot be an F-:flat direction. Notice for instance that since the LH squark, RH liP
squark and up-type higgs fields all appear together in one term, no two of them can
be used at once to construct a flat direction, as the corresponding F-term would
be non-zero. Indeed if the up-type higgs and LH squark fields are simultaneously
non-zero, then

aw
-c =j; 0
aUR

(7.3)

and thus the direction is not F-flat. Such a restriction does not apply to for example
the up-type higgs and LH slepton both belonging to a flat direction [120]; indeed
the direction

Lhu, which we parametrise by

£~~(:)
h.~

h(:)

is F-flat in the MSSM up to the J.L-term contribution4 • Since the contracted

4 We

(7.4)

Lhu

will from now on refer to Lhu as an F-fiat direction, and it is understood that this means

the only contribution to F-terms is the J.t-term one, or that the direction is fiat when neglecting
the J.t-term.
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forms a gauge invariant operator, then necessarily the gauge potential vanishes along
this direction. Indeed flat directions are generally described by the gauge invariant
operator that is formed by the contraction of the various fields that constmct the
flat direction5 • Lhu is such a gauge invariant operator and forms a flat direction by
itself.
The superfield that involves the RH sneutrin.o is eviden.tly absent from the
MSSM. To be able to create the left-right asymmetry mentioned earlier without
creating a net lepton number, we wHl need also the flat direction corresponding to
this additional field. We turn to the effect of adding the RH sneutrino superfield in
the next subsection.

7.2.2

Flat directions with added Dirac mass term for sneutrinos

In this work we are adding the RH sneutrino superfield through one term only, the
Dirac mass term or Yukawa coupling; moreover we are not adding any other exotic
fields. Thus we now have one additional term in the superpoten.tial:

(7.5)
where again we use the scalar field notation for the superpotential, as in eq.(7.2).
Taken in itself we already know the right-handed (s)neutrino to be gauge invariant,
and as such

vR is aD-flat direction.

The two D-flat directions we are using can thus

be parameterised by

L-~(:)
hu-~(:)
(7.6)

5

This means the fields that are non-zero along the direction.
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As we have mentioned, in the MSSM the Lhu flat direction. is both F- and D-flat. Its
D-flatness cannot be affected by the addition of the RH (s)neutrino superfield, but
its F-flatness might, and indeed wili. Recall that the only reason we could consider
Lhu to be an F -flat direction in the MSSM is because L and hu did not appear

together in any term of the MSSM superpoten.tial. Now we have added just such a
term, which mean.s that indeed Lhu is not an F-flat direction. anymore. Indeed, the

F contribution of the Dirac mass term to the scalar potential alon.g Lhu and v}l is:
(7.7)
(7.8)
As such o1:1r 'flat' directions are indeed not F-flat at the renormalisable level, b1:1t
the F-term contribution they receive is necessarily very small as it is due solely to
the (s)neutrino Yukawa coupling. Thus in our version of the AD mechanism, Lhu
and v}l are the two 'almost flat' directions we will use.
Using 'flat' directions that are already slightly lifted at the renorma:lisable level
is a departure from the conventional AD picture, where the flat directions are only
lifted via higher-dimensiona!loperators, or soft operators such as the SUSY-breaking
soft terms. In. the following we will confirm that the F-term contribution to the
scalar poten.tial along the 'flat' directions is small enough that the creation of a large
asymmetry is not prevented. We note that if we were usin.g larger Yukawas (as would
'be allowed in the presence of a see-saw mechanism), then the F-term contribution
would become larger, eventually to the poin.t where the chosen directions could
simply not be considered flat at all, and obviously the AD mechanism would be
ineffective. We shall not q1:1antify here how large the Yukawa coupling can grow
before stoppin.g the AD mechanism, but it is worth notin.g that for example no flat
direction of the MSSM includes both

Q and

hu (and other fields); this is because

the Yukawa term for up quarks is large and thus any direction including both Q and
hu is certainly neither flat nor 'almost flat'. Thus enlarging the neutrino Yukawa

coupling to the size of other, 'typical' SM Yukawa couplings via the use of the seesaw mechanism would destroy our mechanism. As such it is a case of the smallness
of the Yukawas enabling a specific baryon (and dark) matter production mechanism,
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just as it was also creating the possibility of a non-thermal relic or a particle that
has its left- and right-handed parts never in equilibrium.

7 .2.3

Lifting of the flat directions

Despite having considered up to now only renormalisable contributions, our 'flat'
directions are already lifted, but as we have mentioned it is only a very small effect,
and a larger lifting is necessary if any sizeable asymmetry is to be created. Let us
now include in our study the soft-breaking terms that we have listed in chapter 5,
this time along the flat directions:

(7.9)
In the early Universe, however, there exists yet another source of soft SUSY-breaking.
Indeed during inflation the vacuum energy density is positive (or else inflation wmild
simply not happen [4]). But as we have seen in the introduction, because of the way
the SUSY and Hamiltonian operators are related, the presence of a positive vacuum
energy necessitates and implies the spontaneous breaking of SUSY. Hence during
inflation, and as long as the infl.aton has not decayed, there exists 'early Universe
SUSY~breaking'

[58, 1'20]. This SUSY-breaking contribution is crucial as it can cre-

ate a minimum in the scalar potential far away from the origin, thus driving the AD
fields out to large values «luring inflation. These additional SUSY-breaking terms
are parameterised in terms of the (time-dependent) Rubble constant [58, 120]

(7.10)
where

C<f>, Cv

are real, order one constants. The overall potential for the scalar fields

is thus

V -

VF

+ Vss + VH
2

-

(m~- c<t>H2 ) I<PI 2+(m~- cvH 2 ) lvl +(~(a+ cHH)</>2

+

~~2 1<~>212 + 1"'12lv<t>l2 .

v+ h.c.)
(7.11)

A large vacuum expectation value for the AD fields can only develop if at least one
of the fields' effective mass sqtlared term is negative [120]; here we consider
(7.12)
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Thus the Rubble-induced terms in eq.(7.10) push the fields far from the origin.
Moreover, because of their dependency on the Rubble 'constant' which is in turn
time-dependent, the early Universe SUSY-breaking terms allow for a non-trivial
evolution of the minimum in the potential. Let us see how the :minimum first
appears; we have to minimise6
V -

2

2

2

(m~- c<PH2 ) lr/>1 +(m~- cvH2) lvl - 2IA(a + cHH):IIc/>1 1171

+ ld2 lrt>212 + IAI211Jrt>l2 .
Taking the coefficient of
m~ and

lc<PI H 2

l'vl

(7.13)

positive, and considering that for early times

lcvl H 2~

>>m~, the minimum of the potential is given by

lr/>lmin (t) ~

fi H~t)

(7.14)

lal,
cHH~ lal.

cHH ~

This shows that indeed the potential is minimal for large vahtes of the AD fields,
both because the Hubbleconstant is very large in the early Universe and the Yukawa
is small throughout. This can be interestingly contrasted with the t)'ipical AD mechanism, where a very large Rubble constant is necessary for the creation of a large vev.
Here the Yukawa coupling is also very much responsible for the large vev. Moreover,
since the minimum evolves with the Hubble 'constant', as long as the AD fields sit
in their minimum they also follow this evolution. This is a crucial aspect of the AD
mechanism: if the <'}Uantum number of interest is related to the AD fields, then as
these sit in the evolving minimum, this q1:1antum number evolves as well, leading to
the required baryon or lepton number with the appropriate choice of parameters.
We wm see in the next section that here indeed the left-right asymmetry in the lepton number of the sneutrino sector is related to our two AD fields, whose evolution
we will study.

6

This is exactly the same as eq.(7.11); we have only rewritten the third term using the genedc

result that !cl ei9

+ h.c. == 2lcj,cos9, and used the minimal value for cos 9, cosO = -1.
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In the following we will take as a starting point that the fields' values lie in
the minimum. In (120] two arguments

axe

offered for this: that the fields cannot

have vev's much larger than the minimum or else their energy density would be
larger than the inflaton energy density and prevent inflation from happening at all,
and that if an AD field would start at some distance from its minimum, it would
oscillate with an amplitude decreasing exponentially towards the minimum. Both
arguments apply here in a straightforward fashion despite the peculiarities of our
model. Moreover we will assume the fields' phases to be a constant over the Universe,
but of a random value. Again, general arguments in favour of this assumption as
presented in (120] apply directly here.
We have mentioned earlier that in the original AD mechanism the flat directions
are lifted solely at the non-renormalisable level, which is not the case here. One
known effect of the lifting at the renormalisable level is the fact that AD fields stop
following the minimum closely (120]. Here the renormalisable F-term contributions
are very small, but we can still expect the evolution of our AD fields not to reprodl:lce
precisely the behaviour of the original AD mechanism. In the next section we will
tra.ck the evolution of the AD fields and the asymmetry in our scenario.

7.3

Dynam~ics

ofthe fields and the left-,right asym-

metry
7.3.1

Left-right asymmetry in the sneutrino sector

What we have up to now is the hint of a non-trivial evolution of the AD fields
throughout the early Universe. Before we explore this evolution, we should pause
and recall that what we are lookin.g for is a non-trivial evolution for the left-right
asymmetry in the sneutrino sector, as this is what we need for neutrinogenesis. As
we have chosen flat directions that involve the snel:ltrinos, we can expect these two
quantities to be related; we make this relation explicit in this section. Let us first
define the left-right asymmetry; we write the lepton number

nL

as a sl:lm of its
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right-handed and left-handed parts:
(7.15)
with n1L) and n1R) being in terms of our scalar fields
(L)
nL

-

~ (~*4>- 4>*~)

(R)
nL

-

-i

(~*1/- V*~)

(7.16)

IR these terms we can define the left-right asymmetry as
(7.17)
Neutrinogenesis requires nLR =f. 0. The evolution eqllation for the asymmetry is
constructed from the ones of the AD fields. Indeed, the evolution equation for

.

. av

4> + 3H 4> +
and analogously for

4> is:

(7.18)

o<jJ* = 0

v. Now using eq.(7.16) in eq.(7.18) and its conjugate, we find
. (L)

nL

v.

aRd again analogously for

+ 3H..nL(L)

=Im.. (a.v
84> '+'"')

(7.19)

'

From eq.(7.11) we see that the only imaginary terms

are the a-terms and hence
. (L)
nL

+ 3H
(L)
. nL

-

2Im (>-.acf> 2 v)

•. (R)

+ 3H, nL(R)

-

-2Im (>-.acf>2~)
v

nL

(7.20)

From this we can deduce both the time evolution of the lepton number nL and of the
left-right asymmetry

nu~,.

As expected the lepton number is conserved throughout:
(7.21)

while the evolution of the left-right asymmetry is given by

nLR + 3Hn LR -=- 4Im ( )..acf>2 v) .
We can see that the evolution is non-trivial if

14>1

-=/; 0 and

(7.22)

lvl

=1- 0 and the com-

bination of phases is not zero. This illustrates the necessity for both AD fields to
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develop large expectatioa values, so that the driviag term does not fall to zero. The
requirement for the phases not to cancel is the necessity for some CP violation to
be present, as is expected from the Sakharov's conditions

[20]~.

Further insight iato the creation of the net left-right asymmetry can be obtained
by going back to eq.(7.16). In the more usual versions of the AD mechanism, only
one :flat direction is used, so let us first study the case of a quantum number, say
the baryon number n 8 , related to one AD field rjJ in the following way:
(7.23)
with
(7.24)
and I<PI,() ER This is 0bviously just a simplified version of our case. Let us relate
the quantum number to the field parameters; we have
r/J

l~lei 0 + iO 14>1 ei0

- ~ (1:: +i9)

(7.25)

so that the baryon number is
(7.26)
The baryoa number is thus dependent on the angular evolution of the AD field and
on the (instantaneous) value of the field's vev. This exemplifies again the necessity
for expectation values and CP violation, as mentioned earlier. Moreover it shows
that a net baryon number would be created if the AD field's dynamics was that of
regular oscillations.
In our scenario the left-right asymmetry is related to the two AD fields by
eq.(7.l6}; in such a case the equivalent of eq.(7.26) is simply
(7.27)
where rjJ -.:. 14>1 ei0 ,

v=

jvj eiO", with all angles and lengths real.

In the next subsection

we study the time evolution of our AD fields; we shall obtain that this evolution
indeed leads to regular oscillations, in turn creating a net left-right asymmetry.
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Numerical evolution of the AD fields

We have used eq.{7.l6) along with eq.(7.18) to obtain the time evolution of the AD
fields numerically. The numerical evolution of the if; field is presented in figure 7.2.
As is obvious from the figure, and as can be expected from the potential in eq.{7.11),
there are different regimes of evolution for the fields, and in turn the asymmetry;
the regular oscillations are obtained, but only for later times. In the following we
sketch the various steps in the field evolution.

log (nLR)
24
22

14

12
10
8
6
4
2

T=Tew

~~~~~~v~~--~~~------~~a~t~-1~4 log(t/tR)
-6
-2
TR
2
4

lGeV

Im(+(t)), GeV

Illl(+(t)), GeV

Figure 7.2: Time evolution of the generated LR asymmetry. Parameters and initial
conditions are as follows:
Cv

= 0,8, CH = 0,

mt/>

= 600 GeV, mv = 500 GeV, a - e0 ·6il00 GeV,

A = 10=12 , r/J(tin)

=

Z

lr/Jimin (tin),

v(tin)

=

et/>=

lvlmin (tin), ~ = 't =

1,
0,

where the minima are given by the expressions in the text. The added line is matter
evolution during radiation domination,

r 312 • 'The behaviour of the if; field is a:lso

shown for early {shortly before H""' 100GeV) and late (post-reheating) times.
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Dynamical evolution of the AD fields: Hul>ble term
do:rnination era

As we have mentioned earlier during inflation the fields are drawn far away from the
origin, and we take as a starting point that the fields lie in their minimum, with a
certain _phase. Exact values for each parameter are given in the legend of fig.(7.2).
Inflation is immediately followed by an era of i:nflaton oscillation, during which
the Universe is (inflaton) matter-dominated.

At this time the Hubble constant

is very large, and the Rubble terms dominate the driving terms for the AD fields.
During matter domination we have H
of the minimum

~eq.(7.14)).

rv

2/3t, which in turn gives the time evolution

In the original AD mechanism, in the inflaton-matter

era the AD fields followed the evolving minimum closely; however here it is not the
case, as we will see shortly. It is clear from fig.(7.2) that indeed at this point the
fields do not yet trace regular oscilllations, and that the evolution of the left-right
asymmetry is somewhat erratic on a short scale, yet fairly constant on larger scales.
Let us try and understand the behaviour of the fields in this era. Considering the

</>

field, we recall that its evolution equation is given by

.
</>

. av

+ 3H</> + a(/J*

=

(7.28)

0

with V given in eq.(7.11).
In the early times of the era we are considering, the Rubble constant is larger
than the typical scale of the masses and the triHnear coupling,
(7.29)
so that we can approximate the potential as 7

V -

-ct/JH21<PI2- cvH21l712- 2AcyH l</>121vl + ~21<1>212

+ A21/7<J>I2 '

(7.30)

and the driving term for eq.(7.28) as

2
+ 2AcHH l'vl + A2lvl ) + ~ q?<J>* .
2

: ; = </> ( -ct/JH

7 We

2

(7.31)

have used our knowledge that >. is real and positive to alleviate some of the clutter.
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Only the first term would be found in the usual AD mechan.ism; the second term
translates the fact that we are using two coupled AD fields, while the third and
fourth terms are due to flat direction lifting at the renormalisable level.
Let us define a new field J-l that tracks the distance of 4J to the minimum as
defined in (7.14),
(7.32)

4J = J..LI4Jimin ·

Replacing the Hubble constant by H -=- 2/3t in both the evolution equation (7.28)
and the minimum (7.14) we have the evolution equation for J..L:
(7.33)
or
(7.34)
Now let us introduce a logarithmic time scale,
z

= logt

(7.35)

which turns eq.(7.34) into

..

.

J-l - J-l

z)

2

4..\cH z , z 2 2
4c' 2 * _
+ J-l (4c.p
~ + --~e + " 21 v 1 e
+
-J-L J-l 9
3
18

lil

u

(7.36)

where now dots stand for derivation with respect to z. With the AD field evolution
equation in this form, we can see that the distance of the field to the minimum is described by an under-damped oscillator: thus the field does not follow the minimum,
as would be the case in AD leptogenesis. This is in agreemeBt with the observation
of [120] that if the flat direction is lifted at the renormalisable level the field's oscillations about the minimum wHl not be damped8 . To get a crude understanding of

8 The

under-damped oscillator solution can also be obtained from [120] if one uses n = 3 for the

n variable that measures the level at which the flat direction is lifted. Here describing the solution

as an oscillator might be a stretch dueto the coupling terms, but they will not modify the damping
term; as such

eq.~7.36)

is sufficient for the conclusions we want to draw.
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the behaviour in this era, we can estimate the maximum amplitudes of the fields by
assuming that the energy is constant in a eo-moving volume: R 3 H 2 </>~a.JC = const.
This gives </>ma.JC = const which in turn gives

nLR ____::

const. This is good agreement

with fig.(7.2).

7 .3.4

Dynamical evolution of the AD fields: late times

During the matter domination era the important H "" m 3; 2 mark is reached. Below
this point the Hubble induced terms in the effective potential become less and less
relevant to the evolution, which instead becomes dominated by the mass terms,
and the beha¥iour changes markedly. Going back to the evolution equation for </>,
eq.(7.28) and neglecting the terms proportional to>. we have
(7.37)
As H drops below the mass scale and becomes more and more negligible, the evolution equation tends towards an oscillator about zero, with a damping term given
by the Rubble constant: this means that at later times our AD fields do execute
regular cycles, the behaviour required for the generation of our left-right asymmetry.
This is confirmed by our numerical ana:lysis. In this case then we can approximate
the real and imaginary components of fields as tk sin(m<t>t). Neglecting terms in >.
and writing HasH= b/t we find
k(k- 1) sin(m<t>t)
t2

+

2km4> cos(m<t>t)

t

+

3bm4> cos(m<t>t)

t .

=

( . )
7 38

o,

and then neglecting 1/t2 terms we obtain k = -3b/2. This agrees with the constancy
of energy in a comoving volume argument, which implies that R3 m~<f>~ax = const.
Again usin H = b/ t this then suggests
(7.39)
We recall that the left-right asymmetry is related to the square of the AD fields and
to their angular velocity (eq.(7.27)). When the fields reach the regular oscillation
regime, their angle variation is a constant, thus the only variation in

nLR

is due to

the decline in the square of the AD field values; thus eq.{7.39) gives
nLR rv

t -3b

•

(7.40)
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In the matter domination era b = 2/3 so that nLR drops as t- 2 • This can be
seen in fig.(7.2), at times shortly before reheating. We assume reheating happens
at TR ~ 109 GeV when the Rubble constant is H "" T~/ Mpt "" 1 GeV. At that
point the Universe becomes radiation dominated, and now H = 1/2t. In turn nLR
then drops as t- 312 , which is plotted in fig.(7.2). The period immediately following
H ""m3 ; 2 is a transition period; as can be seen from fig.(7.2), the dynamics of the

4J field shortly before this time is far from being regular. Thus it seems evident that
the regime of regular cycles needs some time to be attained; this explains why the
nLR ""t-Jb

regime is onl¥ reached some time after H"" m 3; 2 , around log(t/tR)

rv

-2

from our numerical simulation.

7.3.5

Size of the created asymmetry

What we finally need to determine is whether the correct amount of baryonic matter
can be produced in this way. We have establ,ished that a left-right asymmetry is
indeed created, but have yet to establish its order of magnitude. We need to evaluate
nLR

nl/>l

-""-today ·
8
8

(7.41)

Since these oscillations behave like matter, their number density is constant in radiation domination (see introduction):

(7.42)
where the subscript R stands for reheating time or temperature and where we have
used Pl/> = nl/>ml/>. From our discussion of inflation in the introduction, we have that
TR-=.

pi/ 8, where the subscript I

stands for the inflaton, so that in turn
(7.43)

The energy density stored in inflaton oscillations is
(7.44)
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and they behave like matter. As we have seen, some time after H"' m 3; 2 the field's
oscillations behave like matter as weH; this means we can use the ratio of
(7.45)
where the subscript m 3; 2 stands for a moment sorne time after H"' m 3; 2 • In the case
of the AD mechanism without the lifting of the flat direction at the renormalisable
level, there would be no transition period after H "' m 3 ; 2 ; the fields would be
osciHating from that point on, and their vev 's could be automatically deduced from
the minimum values. In that case eq.(7.45) could be directly related to the minimum
of th.e fields and thus the model's parameters. Here we need to be more careful. We
have shown that the AD fields do not follow their minimum closely in their early
e:volation. However we have also shown that the left-right asymmetry remains fairly
constant on larger timescales, if one overlooks the complicated detailed evolution
of the fields. Since we took as an assumption that the fields started close to their
minimum, we wiN use the value of the minimum at H "' m 3; 2 as an approximation
of the fields' vev's. From what we have just said this does not mean we assume
that at H = m 3; 2 the AD fields are executing regular oscillations and have a vev
equal to the minimum at H = m 3; 2 ; we are merely saying that sometime soon after

H "' m 3; 2 the fields a-,:e executing regular oscillations and will have a vev of the

order of the minimum at H"' m 312 . At this approximate moment we have that the
fields are of order</;,

v"' la/,\1 as in eq.(7.14), so that the energy density in their

oscillations is of order pq, "' m~ 12 jaj ,\j 2 and behaves like matter. Hence eq.(7.45)
becomes
(7.46)
and in turn the left-right asymmetry can be evaluated as

_

Pq,l
TR
PI m3/2mq,

la/AI 2 TR
"'

M~ mq,

~ lo-too~v 12110~1212 ( l~:v) co:ev)

(7.47)
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A few comments are in order at this point. As one can notice to obtain the correct
amount a reheating temperature lower than the one we used for our simulation
is needed. From our discussions it is obvious that asing this different reheating
temperature would not alter the general behaviour of the mechanism. Moreover
now is a good time to remark that, contrary to the situation in chapter 6, here the
masses of the various :fields are fairly unconstrained, and the only assumption we
have used concerning them is that they are of order the gravitino mass, m"' m 3; 2 ,
which is in any case one of the underlying assamptions of this work (as mentioned in
chapter 3}. From the various cliscussions of this section, it is clear that using masses
different from the ones used for the numerical simulation that produced fig.(7.2) (but
consistent with our general assumption. on masses) would produce similar results.
Moreover no assumption on which field is the LSP need be used. This is good news
for the fate of our suggested mattergenesis mechanism, which we turn to in the next
section.
It should be noted as wel[ that AD neutrinogenesis (without a discussion of the
possibility for creating dark matter at the same time) was proposed in ref. [121].
However in that work the AD field was considered to be an additional scalar field
that was either Higgs-like, with SU(2) number, or a singlet appearing in higher
order non-renormaliza:b>le interactions. The implementation here using only the Df:l.at directions of the MSSM itself can be thought ofas the minimal realisation of AD
neutrinogenesis in the context of supersymmetry. Moreover some additiona:l work
related to the suggested mechanism has been published recently in [122] in which
various thermal effects have been considered.

7.4

Mattergenesis mechanism

Now that we have created the left-right asymmetry we were after, there are a few
steps missing before we have in hand a full mattergenesis mechanism. We have to
explain how the left-right asymmetry is transferred to neutrinos, if we want to fall
back on the leptogenesis mechanism of [3]; and we have to obtain the relationship
between the final baryon density and the density of dark matter.
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Figure 7.3: Overview of the suggested :mattergenesis. The

non-e~ui1ibration

of left-

right mixing processes (a) before the electroweak phase transition has been discussed
in chapter 6. In

(b~

the LH sneutrinos are turned into LH neutrinos; this is in

equilibrium (see text). Sphalerons turn the LH neutrinos in baryons (c), as in usual
leptogenesis. On the RH side none of this happens (d), since the RH sneutrinos are
out of equilibrium (see chapter 6) and sphalerons do not affect the RH sector. When
the electroweak phase transition happens (e), the baryon number is frozen, and is
related to the dark matter number as explained in section 7.4.

7 .4.1

Left-handed sneutrinos aBd neutrinos

We need now to ensure that the conversion of LH sneutrinos to LH neutrinos is
in equilibrium; if it is then we are back to the scenario first suggested by [3] (see
fig.(7.1)). Unsurprisingly (LH (s)neutrinos being far from sterile) the LH sneutrinos
are

quickly turned into LH neutrinos through gaugino interactions. This can either

120
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go by decay with

r "' g~mv"R

or at high temperatures by a scattering whose rate is
(7.48)

where the masses are understood to be thermal ones. All of the contributions are
of the same order during the period we are considering when T "' Mw and so
sneutrino+-+neutrino conversion is in equilibrium. Then the sphaleron transitions
can tr:ansfer the LH neutrino asymmetry i11to a baryon asymmetry as in the usual
leptogenesis scenario. Above the electroweak phase transition this is essentially
instantaneous (see chapter 2); after the electroweak transition the sphalerons are
switched off a11d the non-zero baryon number is frozen ill [18, 19, 32]. Throughmtt,
the right-handed (s)neutrinos remain inert, as we have seen in chapter 6.

7.4.2

Baryon density and dark matter density

We need finally to establish the relation between our created baryon number and
the dark matter density. The equiHbrium ratio between lepton and baryon number
under rapid sphaleron transitions was calculated for the SM in ref. [36] for an SM like
stmcture and also in [123], where the same analysis was used in the MSSM, taking
into account the additional Higgs. The results of these studies are that lepton and
baryon numbers are related such that

B B

-

BN+4m
22N+l3m
BN+4(m+2)
24N+l3(m+2)

(B - Le)

T > Tewpt,

(B

T < Te.wvt,

-

L )
e

(7.49)

where N is the number of quark generations and m is the number of Higgs doublets.
Here we have added the subscript 'e' to the lepton number, as only the lepton
number attached to leptons in equilibrium is included in this calculation. Here
the RH sneutrinos a:lso hold a lepton number, which is given by n }_R), but this
lepton number is completely inert, and thus does not enter (or spoil) the results
of [36, 123]. As the overall (B- L) number is not violated in our model, we need to
have (excluding the sign, which refers to whether the mtmber is held in sneutrinos
or anti-sneutrinos)
(7.50)
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and thus we have
B

_

B
-

8N+4m
22N+'l3m
8N+4(m+2)
24N+13(m+2)

T > Tewpt'
-

.1i.n(R)
137 L

(7.51)

T < Tewpt,

where we have replaced9 N - 3, m = 2. The correct relation between. dark and
baryonic matter den.sities would then be obtain.ed for a RH sneutrino mass of order
lGeV:
(7.52)
And thus indeed we have established a link between the amount of baryonic and
dark matter present today in the Universe, by ensuring that they are both produced
by a single encompassing mattergenesis mechanism.

As we do not have strong

constrain.ts on the masses outside the RH sneatrino one, it is very muca possible for
this matter genesis mechanism to be t.bte main source of dark matter (see chapter 6),
and as such eq.(7.52) can be used straightforwardly.

7.4.3

Discussion

An appealing aspect of this mattergenesis mechanism is the absence of exotic fields,
outside the RH (s )neutrino superfield that is in any case required to generate a
neutrino mass. All the ingredients necessary to produce dark and h>aryonic matter
in this scenario are already present within the MSSM +iiR. Our scenario is also a
simple Hlustration of the suggestion of [47] that dark and baryonic matter might
have a single, common source, but that this primordial 'matter plasma' has been
polarised in the early Universe, leading to the two apparently unrelated types of
matter we observe today in the Universe. This we believe to be an interesting way
to tackle the 'O.vM/rlb' problem mentioned in chapter 6. The absence of exotic fields
also distinguishes this work from the work of [3] which first suggested leptogenesis
without lepton number violation.
As mentioned what we have obtained here is a relation between the dark and
baryonic number densities. We are free to adjust the ratio of mass densities by

9

AB there are 2 Higgs doublets in the MSSM.
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choosing an appropriate mass for our dark matter candidate. An explanation of
the origin of the mass of our dark matter candidate (and presumably of the other
superpartners) would fully complete our mattergenesis explanation of the dark and
baryonic matter densities ratio.
Lastly, it was observed before that the undetectability of a dark matter candidate
produced via a mattergenesis mechanism might be generic [54], and indeed the dark
matter candidate we have obtained is undetectable (see chapters 6). We in fact
find ourselves in a situation where the very characteristic that makes the candidate
undetectable is essential to the existence of the mechanism. Whether direct detection
of dark matter is possible is still an open question, and perhaps the view that dark
and baryonic matter are unrelated but both directly detectable might not hold.

Chapter 8
Discussion and conclusion
In this work we have discussed the addition to the MSSM of the right-handed neutrino as a Dirac particle, with a Yukawa couplin.g of order .A "' 10- 12

-

10- 13 . As

well as the right-handed nelltrino we must include a right-handed sneutrino, which
is a singlet of all gauge fields of the MSSM. We have studied its behaviour in the
early Universe and have found it to oe generally non-thermal and, in cases where it
would be the LSP, to have a low relic density. We have also discussed its suitability
as a dark matter candidate through mattergenesis mechanisms. We have presented
a leptogenesis (and matter genesis) mechanism within a lepton-number conserving
model that achieves the correct baryonic density. Using an Affieck-Dine-inspired
mechanism we have procl.uced a left-right asymmetry in the sneutrino sector, which
enabled the production of both baryons and dark matter without the introduction
of either new fields or new mass scales.
Following this work some further avemtes could be explored. As we have mentioned our suggested dark matter candidate is non-thermal, contrary to the common
cold dark matter case. Strllcture formation within our model might thus be different from the neutralino dark matter case. Structure formation with superWIMP
dark matter, or dark matter which has weaker interactions than WIMPs, has been
studied in [124], where it was noticed that a better agreement with small scale struc·
ture observations might oe obtained. However there the production mechanism for
these superWIMPs was the late decay of a thermal WIMP after its freeze-out, and
this in our model would be the equivalent of having the MSSM-LSP decay as the
123
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main source of dark matter, contrary to our aim. It was also noticed that WIMPs
produced n.on-thermally, either also by late decays (in [41, 42]), or via the coupling
with the infl.aton (in [41]), could also lead to a good agreement with structure observations. So it seems very much a possibility that the non-thermal RH sneutrino,
produced as we have presented, could be a dark matter candidate that respects
con.straints from structure formation. Studying the specific effect of an Affi.eck-Dine
production of dark matter could prove interesting. Following this remark, we should
notice that an interesting possibility would be that the RH sneutrino dark matter
woulld have more than one source: it could have been produced in certain amounts
via its coupling to the inflaton, by the suggested Affieck-Dine mechanism, and by the
late decay of the MSSM-LSP. In such a case structure formation in this model would
be at the cross-road of [41,42, 124]:, possibly with an additional Affl.eck-Dine-specific
effect. Inter:estingly, non-thermal (quasi-)sterile neutrinos produced resonantly have
been shown before to aHow consistent structur:e formation [125].
As the RH sneutrino takes the role of the LSP within our model, the MSSMLSP would not have to respect the necessary constraints to be the dark matter, and
for this reason it would not need to be the neutra:lino. Thus LHC phenomenology
could be very much different from the neutralino-LSP case. Some aspects of LHC
phenomenology with a RH sneutrino LSP and a stop MSSM-LSP [126] or a stau
MSSM-LSP [127] have been recently published. In these cases the MSSM-LSP is
charged and very long-lived, which would create a signature very much different
from the neutralino-LSP case. The prospects for the indirect identification of the
RH sneutrino LSP at the LHC thus appear to be in a much. better position than
the dark matter direct detection prospects. Gaining a better understanding of the
sparticles mass spectrum through the LHC would also allow to better determine the
relic density of the MSSM-LSP, and thus determine in turn whether its decay is a
major source of RH sneutrino dark matter.
As crucial tests of supersymmetry and of the nature of neutrinos grow nearer, it
is of utmost importance to keep in sight that there are indeed a variety of models
that might well describe our Universe. As we have discussed here, even within
supersymmetry the neutralino might not be the main dark matter candidate; the
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relic density of the LSP might not have a role to play in the dark matter question;
lepton number might not be violated, and the creation of a net baryon number in the
Universe might well have been enabled by a very small Dirac neutrino mass. What
has been said countless times before indeed appears as an appropriate conclusion
for this thesis: the power of Nature to surprise us should never be underestimated.
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